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Preface to the Series

The RIKEN BNL Research Center was established this April at Brookhaven National Laboratory. It is funded by the “Rikagaku Kenkyusho” (Institute of Physical and Chemical Research) of Japan. The Center is dedicated to the study of strong interactions, including hard QCD/spin physics, lattice QCD and RHIC physics through nurturing of a new generation of young physicists.

For the first year, the Center will have only a Theory Group, with an Experimental Group to be structured later. The Theory Group will consist of about 12-15 Postdocs and Fellows, and plans to have an active Visiting Scientist program. A 0.6 teraflop parallel processor will be completed at the Center by the end of this year. In addition, the Center organizes workshops centered on specific problems in strong interactions.

Each workshop speaker is encouraged to select a few of the most important transparencies from his or her presentation, accompanied by a page of explanation. This material is collected at the end of the workshop by the organizer to form a proceedings, which can therefore be available within a short time.

T.D. Lee
July 4, 1997
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Color Super-conductivity, Instantons, and Discrete Symmetry Breaking at High Baryon Density

This one day Riken BNL Research Center workshop was organized to follow-up on the rapidly developing theoretical work on color super-conductivity, instanton dynamics, and possible signatures of parity violation in strong interactions that was stimulated by the talk of Frank Wilczek during the Riken BNL September Symposium. The workshop was held on November 11, 1997 at the center with over 30 participants. The program consisted of four talks on theory in the morning followed by two talks in the afternoon by experimentalists and open discussion. Krishna Rajagopal (MIT) first reviewed the status of the chiral condensate calculations at high baryon density within the instanton model and the percolation transition at moderate densities restoring chiral symmetry. Mark Alford (Princeton) then discussed the nature of the novel color superconducting diquark condensates. The main result was that the largest gap on the order of 100 MeV was found for the $0^+$ condensate, with only a tiny gap $\ll$ MeV for the other possible $1^+$. Thomas Schaefer (INT) gave a complete overview of the instanton effects on correlators and showed independent calculations in collaboration with Shuryak (SUNY) and Velkovsky (BNL) confirming the updated results of the Wilczek group (Princeton, MIT). Yang Pang (Columbia) addressed the general question of how breaking of discrete symmetries by any condensate with suitable quantum numbers could be searched for experimentally especially at the AGS through longitudinal $\Lambda$ polarization measurements. Nicholas Samios (BNL) reviewed the history of measurements on $\Lambda$ polarization and suggested specific kinematical variables for such analysis. Brian Cole (Columbia) showed recent E910 measurements of $\Lambda$ production at the AGS in nuclear collisions and focused on the systematic biases that must be considered when looking for small symmetry breaking effects. Lively discussions led by Robert Jaffe (MIT) focused especially on speculations on the still unknown signatures of $0^+$ color super-conductivity which of course would not be observable via discrete symmetry breaking.

Thanks to Brookhaven National Laboratory and to the U.S. Department of Energy for providing the facilities to hold this Workshop.

Miklos Gyulassy (Organizer)
QCD at Finite Baryon Density: Nucleon Droplets and Color Superconductivity

Mark Alford\textsuperscript{1}, Krishna Rajagopal\textsuperscript{2} and Frank Wilczek\textsuperscript{1}

\textsuperscript{1}Institute for Advanced Study, School of Natural Sciences
Olden Lane, Princeton, NJ 08540

\textsuperscript{2}Center for Theoretical Physics
Laboratory for Nuclear Science and Department of Physics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139

We use a variational procedure to study finite density QCD in an approximation in which the interaction between quarks is modelled by that induced by instantons. We find that any uniform state of nonzero density with conventional chiral symmetry breaking has negative pressure with respect to empty space, and is therefore unstable. This is a precisely defined phenomenon which motivates the basic picture of hadrons assumed in the MIT bag model, with nucleons as droplets of chiral symmetry restored phase. At all densities high enough that the chirally symmetric phase fills space, we find that color symmetry is broken by the formation of a $(qq)$ condensate of quark Cooper pairs. A plausible ordering scheme leads to a substantial gap in a Lorentz scalar channel involving quarks of two colors, and a much smaller gap in an axial vector channel involving quarks of the third color.
QCD AT FINITE BARYON DENSITY: NUCLEON DROPLETS

COLOR SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

Krishna Rajagopal
with Mark Alford,
Frank Wilczek.

Work in Progress
QCD in extreme conditions (a cartoon version)

We'll redraw this cartoon at the end of the talk.
How might we treat QCD at finite density?

- lattice
- Monte Carlo requires positive measure
- SUSY
- statistics matter

?? \( N \gg 1 \)

- would have to take \( N \to \infty \) with \( N \) odd.
- also, \( N=3 \) matters in the following.

- perturbative
  - valid at high enough density
  - leads us to expect:
    i) Chiral symmetry restored
    ii) deconfinement
    iii) color superconductivity.

- variational
  - not systematic, but can be applied at finite (\#0) density.
COLOR SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

At \( n \to \infty \) Baliin + Love

asymptotic freedom \( \to \) quarks at Fermi surface (which is large) are weakly interacting.

\( \to \) one gluon exchange

BCS: Any attractive interaction, no matter how weak, \( \to \)

Cooper pairs, i.e. \( \langle q \bar{q} q \bar{q} \rangle \)

One gluon exchange is attractive in color 3 channel \( \Rightarrow \langle q^a \bar{q}^b \epsilon_{abc} \rangle \neq 0 \)

Breaks \( SU(3)_{\text{color}} \to SU(2) \)

by Higgs mechanism.

\( ( SU(3) \times U(1) )_{EH} \to SU(2) \times U(1)_{\text{new}} ) \)
OUTLINE

The model
Chiral Symmetry Breaking
of restoration
Color Superconductivity
What was left out.
THE MODEL

\[ H = H_{\text{kinetic}} - \text{as for free quarks} + H_I - 4\text{-fermion interaction} \]

History: BCS \(\rightarrow\) NJL \(\rightarrow\) us

What \(H_I\)?

We work in 2-flavor QCD with massless \(u\), \(d\) quarks.

Take \(H_I\) from instanton interaction in QCD

\[ q_L \rightarrow q_R \rightarrow q_R \rightarrow q_L \]

Breaks all symmetries QCD breaks. (NB including \(u\), \(d\), \(s\), \(c\), \(b\))

You should feel free to redo our analyses adding other operators to \(H_I\).
\[ H_I = -K \int d^3x \overline{\psi}_{R1\alpha} \psi_{Lk} \overline{\psi}_{R2\beta} \psi_{L\beta} \]
\[ \times \varepsilon^{k\alpha \beta} \cdot (3 \delta^\alpha_8 \delta^\beta_8 - \delta^\alpha_8 \delta^\beta_8) \]

Indices come from 't Hooft's analysis of QCD instanton.
Need to implement physics of asymptotic freedom.
In momentum space, multiply by a form factor
\[ F(p) = \left( \frac{\Lambda^2}{\Lambda^2 + p^2} \right)^\nu \]
for each fermion.
3 parameters: \( K \) will be fixed
\( \Lambda \) not a cutoff.
\( \nu \) we have used \( \nu = \frac{1}{2}, 1 \).
We have explored \( 300 \text{ MeV} < \Lambda < 1 \text{ GeV} \).
**CHIRAL SYMMETRY**

**BREAKING ALONE (no S.C.)**

Begin with ground state (i.e. zero density.)

We choose a variational wave function:

\[ |\Psi\rangle = \prod_{p,i,\alpha} \left[ \cos \Theta^L(p) + \sin \Theta^L(p) a^+_L \alpha(p) b^+_{R\alpha}(p) \right] \]

\[ \times \left[ \cos \Theta^R(p) - \sin \Theta^R(p) a^+_R \alpha(p) b^+_{L\alpha}(p) \right] |0\rangle \]

\( a^+, b^+ \): create particles & anti-particles

\( \Theta \): to be found by minimizing \( \langle \Psi | H - M(\Theta) | \Psi \rangle \)

Pairing between quarks & antiquarks with same flavor & color, opposite helicity.
Varying $\langle \Phi_1 \Phi_1 \rangle$ w.r.t. the $\theta$'s

$$\tan \left( 2\theta^c(p) \right) = \tan \left( 2\theta^R(p) \right) = \frac{F^2(p)}{p} \Delta$$

where

$$\Delta = 16 \kappa \int_0^{\infty} \frac{p^2 dp}{2\pi^2} F^2(p) \sin \theta(p) \cos \theta(p)$$

Self consistency $\iff$

$$\Delta \cdot 1 = 8 \kappa \int_0^{\infty} \frac{p^2 dp}{2\pi^2} \frac{F^4(p) \cdot \Delta}{\sqrt{F^4(p) \Delta^2 + p^2}}$$

**GAP EQUATION**

Solve; set $\Delta = 300 \text{ MeV}$. This fixes $\kappa$ as a function of the parameters $\Lambda, \nu$.

**NB:** $\Delta = 0$ if $\kappa$ too small.
NONZERO DENSITY

Trial wave function:

\[ |\psi\rangle = \prod \left[ \ldots \ a^+_k \ b^+_l \right] \left[ a^+_k \ b^+_l \right] |P_F\rangle \]

Where \( P_F \) has all particle states with \(|P| < P_F\) filled. Antiparticle states of course empty.

\[ n = \frac{2}{\pi^2} P_F^3 \quad \text{for} \quad P_F \neq \mu \]

Condensate does not affect \( n \).

\[ \Theta(p) = 0 \quad \text{for} \quad |p| < P_F . \]

Gap equation becomes:

\[ 1 = 8K \int_{P_F}^{\infty} \frac{p^2 dp}{2\pi^2} \frac{F^4}{\sqrt{F^4 \Delta^2 + p^2}} \]

\( \Delta \) decreases as \( n \) increases.
CHIRAL GAP

\[ \Delta_{\text{chiral}} \]

\[ \frac{\Delta(c)}{\Delta(0)} \sim 1 - c \, n \]

\[ 300 \text{ MeV} \]

\[ n_c \]

\[ P_p = \left( \frac{\Pi^2 n}{2} \right)^{\nu/3} \]

in GeV

\[ \Lambda = 700 \text{ MeV} \]

\[ \nu = 1 \]
With wave function in hand, we can obtain:

i) Energy density

\[ \frac{\varepsilon}{24} = \frac{P_F^4}{16\pi^2} + \int_{P_F}^{\infty} \frac{p^2 dp}{2\pi^2} \frac{P}{2} \left(1 - \frac{P}{\sqrt{\Delta^2 F^y(p) + P^2}}\right) \]

\[ - \frac{\Delta^2}{32k} \]

ii) From \( \varepsilon + n \) we can obtain

\[ \mu = \left. \frac{\partial \varepsilon}{\partial n} \right|_V \]

and find \( \mu^2 = P_F^2 + \frac{\Delta^2 F^y(P_F)}{(\text{gap})^2} \)

NB \( \mu \) decreases with \( n \).

iii) Pressure = \( n \frac{\partial \varepsilon}{\partial n} - \varepsilon \)
$P < 0$ for all $n$ with $\Delta \neq 0$!

Stable, zero pressure, phases at $n = 0$

$n = n_0 > n_c$
IMPLICATIONS OF $P < 0$

Uniform KSB phase is MECHANICALLY UNSTABLE of $n > 0$.

Not surprising at $n \to 0$.

Interesting thing: instability for all $n$ with $\Delta \neq 0$.

$\to$ Break up into droplets of $n = 0$ phase, with $\Delta = 0$

surrounded by vacuum, with $n = 0$, $\Delta \neq 0$.

We cannot follow the breakup into droplets, and stabilization

with our present treatment.

However, presumably,

DROPLETS = NUCLEONS.

As in MIT bag model.
Get bag constant $\varepsilon(n=0)$.

What is robust is the negative pressure. Our model is incomplete — no gluons, for example. Adding degrees of freedom probably required to get $\varepsilon(n=0)$ & $\Lambda_0$ — related — to be larger.

$$P \sim \mu^4 - \varepsilon(n=0)$$

\[\text{bag const.} \quad \uparrow \quad \mu \quad \downarrow \quad \varepsilon(n=0)\]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\nu$</th>
<th>$\Lambda$</th>
<th>$(\frac{\pi^2}{2} n \sigma)^{1/3}$</th>
<th>$(\frac{\pi^2}{2} n \sigma_0)^{1/3}$</th>
<th>$\varepsilon(n=0)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>(0.081)^4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.186</td>
<td>0.209</td>
<td>(0.100)^4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.199</td>
<td>0.235</td>
<td>(0.112)^4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>(0.096)^4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.206</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>(0.114)^4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>0.266</td>
<td>(0.126)^4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(All in GeV)

\[ \frac{\pi^2}{2} n = \rho_f \]

Want to identify this with internal density in a nucleon. (≈ 3 times nuclear matter density)

**BUT** That is ≈ 0.39 in these units. Our No too low

not crazy, but a little low.
PHASE TRANSITION

Physical picture suggested by PKO has implications for phase transition to a chiral symmetry restored phase:

Percolation of pre-existing bags of symmetric phase.

Very different from finite $T$ transition.

Condensate melts

\[ T \]

\[ n \]

(no contradiction, since $T=T_c$, $n=0$ has mostly pions, few baryons)

Condensate gets eaten away by more and more holes.)
Color Superconductivity at high density

M. Alford (IAS)

K. Rajagopal (MIT)

F. Wilczek (IAS)
I The Lorentz scalar colored condensate
   Gap, equation of state, gauge symmetries

II The axial vector colored condensate
   exotic but fragile

III Future Directions
At high enough density, attractive quark-quark interactions in QCD should cause condensation of Cooper pairs (diquarks).

In our model, the instanton vertex provides an attractive interaction, and a colored diquark condensate forms.

1. \( \langle u^\alpha C \gamma_5 d^\beta \rangle \epsilon_{\alpha \beta 3} \), Lorentz scalar, color 3.
   Robust.
   Gap \( \sim 100 \) MeV

2. \( \langle u^3 C \sigma^0 z d^3 \rangle \), Lorentz axial vector, color 6.
   Sensitive.
   Gap \( \sim 1 \) keV
Comparing Chiral and Colored condensates

\[ \langle N(p) \rangle \]

\[ -P_F \quad P_F \]

\[ \mu \]
I. Lorentz scalar colored condensate

The ansatz:

\[ |\psi\rangle = \prod_{\alpha, \beta, \mathbf{p}} \left( \cos(\theta_{A\mathbf{p}}^L) + \xi^{\alpha\beta 3} \sin(\theta_{A\mathbf{p}}^L) e^{i\xi_{\mathbf{p}} L} a_{L1\alpha}^\dagger (\mathbf{p}) a_{L2\beta}^\dagger (-\mathbf{p}) \right) \]

\[ \times \left( \cos(\theta_{B\mathbf{p}}^R) + \xi^{\alpha\beta 3} \sin(\theta_{B\mathbf{p}}^R) e^{i\xi_{\mathbf{p}} R} b_{R1\alpha}^\dagger (\mathbf{p}) b_{R2\beta}^\dagger (-\mathbf{p}) \right) \]

\[ \times \left( \cos(\theta_{C\mathbf{p}}^R) + \xi^{\alpha\beta 3} \sin(\theta_{C\mathbf{p}}^R) e^{i\xi_{\mathbf{p}} C} c_{R1\alpha}^\dagger (\mathbf{p}) c_{R2\beta}^\dagger (-\mathbf{p}) \right) \]

\[ \times (L \leftrightarrow R) \times |F(p_F)\rangle \]

\[ |F(p_F)\rangle \] is the Fermi sea filled up to momentum \( p_F \).

This state is antisymmetric in color, flavor, and spin. It selects the color 3 direction.

Minimizing \( E - \mu N \) with respect to the \( \theta(\mathbf{p}) \), we get the gap equation.
The gap equation is

\[
1 = \frac{2K}{V} \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\sum_{p>\mu} \frac{f_{\Lambda}(p)}{\sqrt{\Delta^2 + (p - \mu)^2 / f_{\Lambda}^2(k)}} \} \text{particles} \\
\sum_{p<\mu} \frac{f_{\Lambda}(p)}{\sqrt{\Delta^2 + (\mu - p)^2 / f_{\Lambda}^2(k)}} \} \text{holes} \\
\sum_{p} \frac{f_{\Lambda}(p)}{\sqrt{\Delta^2 + (p + \mu)^2 / f_{\Lambda}^2(k)}} \} \\
\end{array} \right. 
\]

Note BCS divergence as \( \Delta \to 0 \): there is always a solution, for any interaction strength \( K \) and chemical potential \( \mu \).
Color gap vs chemical potential (GeV), $\Lambda = 700$ MeV.

- Maximum gap is $\sim 100$ MeV, smaller than for chiral at $\mu = 0$ but same order of magnitude.

- It is suppressed by phase space (small Fermi surface) as $\mu \to 0$, and by asymptotic freedom (decoupling of the vertex) at large $\mu$.

- Robust vs changes in $\Lambda$
Density with SC condensate compared to free quarks, $\Lambda = 700$ MeV.

The superconducting condensate has little effect on the equation of state.
Gauge symmetries

Long-range interactions are affected by the condensate. Instead of color and electromagnetism (9 massless gauge bosons) we have a reduced color group and a rotated electromagnetism (4 massless gauge bosons)

\[ SU(3)_c \times U(1)_Q \rightarrow SU(2)_c \times U(1)_{Q'} \]

\[ Q = \frac{1}{2}(B + I_3) \quad Q' = Q + \frac{1}{6}T_8 \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>quark</th>
<th>( Q' ) charge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( u^{\text{red,green}} )</td>
<td>(+\frac{1}{2})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d^{\text{red,green}} )</td>
<td>(-\frac{1}{2})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( u^{\text{blue}} )</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d^{\text{blue}} )</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Axial condensate

The ansatz:

\[ |\psi\rangle = \prod_{p} \frac{1}{\sqrt{1+ (\tau^L_A(p)p_z/p)^2}} \left( 1 + \tau^L_A(p) \left( \frac{p_z}{p} \right) a^\dagger_{L13}(p) a^\dagger_{L23}(-p) \right) \]

\[ \frac{1}{\sqrt{1+ (\tau^R_B(p)p_z/p)^2}} \left( 1 + \tau^R_B(p) \left( \frac{p_z}{p} \right) b^\dagger_{R13}(p) b^\dagger_{R23}(-p) \right) \]

\[ \frac{1}{\sqrt{1+ (\tau^R_C(p)p_z/p)^2}} \left( 1 + \tau^R_C(p) \left( \frac{p_z}{p} \right) c^\dagger_{R13}(p) c^\dagger_{R23}(-p) \right) \]

\[ \times \left( L \leftrightarrow R \right) \times |F(pF)\rangle \]

(1)

This state is \((6_S, 1_A)\) in color and flavor, \(1^+_S\) in spin. It selects the color 3 direction and the spatial \(\Xi\) direction.

Minimizing \(E - \mu N\) with respect to the \(\tau(p)\) gives us a gap equation.
As before, the BCS singularity at the Fermi surface guarantees a solution, but only one color participates, and not all $p$ fully participate, so the gap turns out to be very small and sensitive to the cutoff.

No robust prediction is possible. Other interactions may push it up or down.
## Summary of Condensates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Chiral</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>Ax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\langle \bar{q} q \rangle$</td>
<td>$1$</td>
<td>$\bar{3}$</td>
<td>$6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$SU(3)_c$</td>
<td>$1$</td>
<td>$1$</td>
<td>$1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$SU(2)_V$</td>
<td>$3$</td>
<td>$1$</td>
<td>$1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$SU(2)_A$</td>
<td>$1$</td>
<td>$\bar{3}/3\pi$</td>
<td>$\bar{3}/3\pi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U(1)_B$</td>
<td>$0^+$</td>
<td>$0^+$</td>
<td>$1^+$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin$^P$</td>
<td>$SU(3)_c \times U(1)_Q$</td>
<td>$SU(2)<em>c \times U(1)</em>{Q'}$</td>
<td>$SU(2)_c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q = \frac{1}{2}(B+I_3)$</td>
<td>$Q' = T_8 + \alpha Q$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gauge bosons</td>
<td>$8 + 1 = 9$</td>
<td>$3 + 1 = 4$</td>
<td>$3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massive G.B.</td>
<td>$0$</td>
<td>$5$</td>
<td>$6$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusions

- High-density state is not a Coulomb phase of free quarks and gluons, but is broken down to $SU(2) \times U(1)_Q$. This can be described as a Higgs or a confined phase: *Confinement without chiral symmetry breaking.*

- We have not yet found a signature of these condensates for heavy ion collisions. With a bigger gap, axial vector condensate would give striking polarization correlations.

- Neutron stars may be sensitive to condensates. E.g., a gap will slow down cooling by neutrino emission.
As promised, the cartoon redrawn.

- "Heating"
- "Percolating"
- SC QGP
- Nucleon Droplets
- Superconducting, rotationally non-invariant QGP.
• Finite temperature. What is $T_c(\mu)$? (Expect $\sim \Delta$)

• Strange quark: Six leg instanton vertex
  
  – new possibilities, eg $\langle q_\alpha q_\beta \rangle \epsilon^{ijB} \epsilon^{\alpha\beta B}$ breaking to diagonal of color and flavor.

  – explore $m_s$ dependence.

  – condensate will have to break flavor as well as color, hence local order parameter.

• Other interactions: gluons, electromagnetism, effective interactions.

• Other condensates

• Details of non-uniform chiral breaking phase: droplet size, percolation-driven restoration of chiral symmetry.

• Consequences for neutron stars (cooling...)

• Consequences for heavy ion collisions (screening of broken gauge fields in quark-gluon plasma?).
Instantons and Color Superconductivity

T. Schäfer

Institute for Nuclear Theory, Department of Physics, University of Washington, Seattle, WA

Abstract

Instantons lead to strong correlations between up and down quarks with spin zero and anti-symmetric color wave functions. In cold and dense matter, \( n_b > n_c \simeq 1 \text{fm}^{-3} \) and \( T < T_c \sim 50 \text{MeV} \), these pairs Bose-condense, replacing the usual \( \langle \bar{q}q \rangle \) condensate and restoring chiral symmetry. At high density, the ground state is a color superconductor in which diquarks play the role of Cooper pairs. An interesting toy model is provided by QCD with two colors: it has a particle-anti-particle symmetry which relates \( \langle \bar{q}q \rangle \) and \( \langle q\bar{q} \rangle \) condensates.
INSTANTONS AND COLOR
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

T. SCHAEFER, INT SEATTLE

Phase Diagram of Nuclear Matter & Nuclear Collisions

100 A·GeV Collider

\(\varepsilon\) - a few GeV/fm\(^3\)
- 200 MeV

Pion \((r \approx 0.6\text{fm})\)

Quark-Gluon Plasma

\(<q^2> \neq 0\)

Normal Nucleus

Density

\((1.3/0.8)^3 - 10\)

\(<q^2> \neq 0\)
**Color Superconductivity**

- $T=\mu=0$: Strong $q^qq^q$ interaction leads to condensation of $J^P=0^+$ pairs. Also: large correlation in $0^+$ color $3qq$ channel.

- $\mu > 0$: $\langle q\bar{q} \rangle$ drops $\rightarrow$ X-str. Rest.

- Cooper Phenomenon: Arb. Weak, Attractive interaction near Fermi surface leads to pair condensation.

- Largest gap: $\Delta_{\text{QCD}}q^qq^q (J^P=0^+, \text{UV})$

- Instanton Effects $\rightarrow$ Large gap $\Delta \sim (100 \text{ MeV})$
  
  Bailin & Love (1984) $\Delta \sim (1-6) \text{ MeV}$

---

**Model System: $N_c=2$**

- Extra symmetry: $q^qq^q \rightarrow \epsilon^{abc} q^aq^b c_{\bar{s}\bar{s}} q^c$

  - $\mu=0 \Rightarrow \langle q\bar{q} \rangle \neq 0$
  - $\mu > \mu_c \Rightarrow \langle q\bar{q} c_{\bar{s}\bar{s}} q^c \rangle \neq 0$

- No sign problem $\Rightarrow$ Simulations feasible
**Instanton Liquid at T=0**

- **QCD Partition Function**
  \[ Z = \int \mathcal{D}A_{\mu} \, e^{-S} \, \det(B+i\mu) \]
  \[ S = \frac{1}{g^2} \int \mathcal{D}A_{\mu} \, G^2 \]

- **Assume: Dominated by Classical Configurations \Rightarrow "Instantons"**
  \[ \int \mathcal{D}A_{\mu} \to \sum_{N_+, N_-} \frac{1}{N_+! N_-!} \int \prod_{i=1}^{N_+} (dp_i d^3x_i du_i) \]

- **Color \rightarrow Position**
  \[ A_{\mu}^a = \frac{2}{g} \sum_a \gamma_\mu \frac{1}{(x-z)_0 + \frac{(x-z)^2 + \rho^2}{\rho^2}} \]

- **Instanton \rightarrow Tunneling Event**
  \[ \text{Rate} \propto e^{-S} \]

- **Tunneling Lowers Ground State**
  \[ E = -\frac{b}{4} \left( \frac{N}{V} \right) \leftarrow \text{Trace Anomaly} \]

  \[ E \approx -500 \text{ MeV/fm}^3 \Rightarrow \left( \frac{N}{V} \right) \approx 1 \text{ fm}^{-4} \]

  \[ (\text{The Most Important Number}) \]
Quarks in the Instanton Vacuum

- **One Instanton: Dirac Operator Has Zero Node**
  \[ iD \gamma_0^{IA} = 0 \quad \forall \xi, \gamma_0^{IA} = \pm \gamma_0^{IA} \Rightarrow \text{Definite Chirality} \]

- **Many Instantons: Zero Modes Interact**
  \[ \Delta Q_S = 0 \]

- **Quark Condensate (Casher-Banks)**
  \[ \langle \bar{q}q \rangle = \frac{1}{\pi} f(\lambda=0) \]

- **Compare:**
  \[ g = e^2 D \rho(E_F) \] (Condo)

Why Instantons?

- **One Instanton**
  - Instanton Liquid
  - Instanton Molecules
  - Instanton Liquid
  - Instanton Molecules

- **Dominate Dirac Spectrum at Small Virtuality**
IMPORTANCE OF LOW LYING MODES

IVANENKO, NEGELE

\[ \frac{\Pi_f}{\Pi_f^{(0)}} \]

\[ \frac{\Pi_{\pi}}{\Pi_{\pi}^{(0)}} \]

\[ iD\varphi_\lambda = \lambda \varphi_\lambda \]

\[ S(x,y) = \sum_\lambda \frac{\langle \varphi_\lambda(x) \varphi_\lambda^*(y) \rangle}{\lambda + im} \]
CORRELATION OF INSTANTONS & CHIRAL SYMMETRY BREAKING

- Topological Charges $\pm$
- Chiral Condensate

Narison et al., Preprint (97)
CORRELATORS IN THE INSTANTON LIQUID

- **Mesonic correlators**

  \[ \Pi_\Gamma(x) = \langle t_V (\Gamma S(x) \Gamma S(-x)) \rangle \quad \Gamma = \gamma_5, \ldots \]

- **Propagator in the instanton field**

  \[ S(x) = \frac{\phi_0^+(x) \phi_0^+(x)}{i\mu} + S_{\text{NWI}}(x) \]

  \[ \phi_0(x) = \frac{\mu}{\pi} \frac{1}{(x^2 + \mu^2)^{\frac{3}{2}}} e^{-\frac{1 + i x \cdot x}{2}} \]

  \[ \sim \frac{1}{x^3} \quad \text{Det. spin-spin interaction} \]

- **Amputate external legs \( \Rightarrow \) eff \((2N_c)\) quark int.**

  \[ \mathcal{L} = G_F \phi_0^+(x) \left\{ \frac{1}{N_c^2} \left[ (\bar{q} q^2 + (\bar{q} q 2 q)^2) \right] \right\} \]

  \[ \text{Zero mode} \]

  \[ \text{Form factor} \]

  \[ (\bar{q}_- q_-) = (\bar{q} q) - (\bar{q} q) \]

  **Direct exchange term**

\[ u \quad \bar{u} = \bar{u} \quad u + \bar{d} \quad \bar{u} \]

\[ d \quad \bar{d} \quad \bar{d} \quad d \quad u \]
- Attractive in \((\pi^0, \pi^0)\), rep. in \((\eta, \phi)\) channel

- RPA (\(\Delta\) leading order diagrams in \((\eta, \phi)\))

\[
\Pi_{\pi^0}(Q^2) = \Gamma_5(Q^2) \frac{1}{1 - C_5(Q^2)} \Gamma_5(Q^2)
\]

- All orders: interacting instanton liquid

\[
S(x) = \sum_{I,J} \phi_I^+(x) \left( \frac{1}{\beta + m} \right)_{IJ} \phi_J^+(0) + ...
\]

- Diagonalize \((\beta)\) in zero mode basis
  \(\rightarrow\) collective eigenstates

- Correlators \(\Pi_{\pi^0}(x) = \langle \pi \cdot \pi \rangle \cdot S(x) \cdot S(-x) \cdot \tau \rangle \)
PHENOMENOLOGY OF EFF. INTERACTION

- QCD INTERACTION NOT ACCESSIBLE FROM EXPERIMENT
  → STUDY HADRONIC CORRELATORS

\[ \tau \tau^{-}(s) = \langle j^{+}(x) j^{-}(0) \rangle \]

IN THE WINDOW \( \Lambda_{\text{KSBD}}^{-1} < x < \Lambda_{\text{CONF}}^{-1} \)

\( \Lambda_{\text{KSBD}}^{-1} \approx 0.2 \mu \quad \Lambda_{\text{CONF}}^{-1} \approx 1.0 \mu \)

- RESULT CAN BE REPRESENTED IN TERMS OF EFF. LAGRANGIAN

\[ \mathcal{L} = -\tau (i \partial \cdot \mathbf{A} - \mathbf{m}) \tau + \sum_{f} \frac{c_f}{\Lambda^2} (\mathbf{q} \cdot \mathbf{T} \mathbf{q})^2 + \sum_{f} \frac{d_f}{\Lambda^4} (\mathbf{q} \cdot \mathbf{T} \mathbf{q})^{3/2} + \ldots \]

- INSTANTONS PROVIDE
  - SPIN-ISO-SPIN STRUCTURE
  - KSBD SCALE \( \Lambda \)
  - EXPANSION PARAMETER (\( \kappa \))
HADRONIC CORRELATION FUNCTIONS

Mesons

Barsons

Glueballs

Experimental Spec. Tct.
Lattice Data (Chu et al.)
Instanton Calculation
Diquark Currents

- Structure: \( j = gC_{\text{Dirac}} C_{\text{Color}} C_{\text{Flavor}} \)

- \( \Gamma_1, \Gamma_2, \Gamma_3 \) has to be anti-symmetric

  \( \Gamma_D = \{ C\bar{c}u, C, C\bar{c}u \bar{c} \} \quad \text{ASYM} \)
  \( \Gamma_D = \{ C\bar{c}u, C\bar{c}u \} \quad \text{SYM} \)

  \( \Gamma_C = \lambda_A = \{ \lambda_2, \lambda_5, \lambda_7 \} \quad \text{COLOR } 3, \text{ ASYM} \)
  \( \Gamma_C = \lambda_8 = \{ 1, \lambda_1, \lambda_3, \lambda_4, \lambda_5, \lambda_6 \} \quad 6, \text{ SYM} \)

  \( \Gamma^I = t_2 (\lambda_A^I) \quad I = 0, \text{ ASYM} \)
  \( \Gamma^I = t_2 \tilde{c} (\lambda_8^I) \quad I = 1, \text{ SYM} \)

- Pick spin-color \( \Rightarrow \) flavor fixed

  \( j^a = gC_{\bar{c}u} \lambda^a, \tau_9 = \epsilon^{abc} q^b c \bar{c}^{\tau_9} \quad J^\mp = 0^+ \)

- Physics: not gauge invariant, but important building block for baryon currents

  \( j^a = \bar{u}^a = \delta^{abc} (u^bc \bar{c} \bar{d} g^s) u^c \)
  \( j^a = \bar{d}^a (\lambda_8 \bar{u}^a) = \delta^{abc} (u^bc \bar{c} \bar{d} g^s) \mu^a \)
• HEAVY-LIGHT SYSTEMS

\[ \Lambda_{q} : \ (uc\bar{u}d)Q , \ (uc\bar{d})\bar{Q}, \ (uc\bar{u}d)\bar{\Lambda}_{q} \]

\[ \Sigma_{q} : \ (uc\bar{u}d)\bar{\Sigma}_{q}, \ (uc\bar{d})\bar{\Sigma}_{q} \]

• HEAVY QUARK LIMIT, \( M_{q} \to \infty \)

\[ \overline{Q}(x)Q(0) \to \text{P} \exp(i \int A_{\mu} \, dx_{\mu}) \]

\[ \langle \overline{\Lambda}_{q}(x) \Lambda_{q}(0) \rangle = \langle J_{5}(x)J_{5}(0) \rangle \]

\( \Rightarrow \) Gluonic CORRELATOR

• PHENOMENOLOGY

\[ \omega_{p} < M_{\Lambda}, \quad m_{\Lambda} < m_{q} \Rightarrow m_{\Sigma} < m_{q} \]

• Also:

\[ \langle 0 | J_{5}^{a}_{\mu} J_{5}^{a}_{\nu} | 0 \rangle = \lambda_{3} \langle \bar{u} u \rangle \]

\[ J_{1} = \bar{u}_{a} u_{a}, \quad J_{2} = \bar{u}_{a} \gamma_{5} u_{a} \]

\[ \lambda_{1} \gg \lambda_{2} \Rightarrow \text{STRONG CORRELATIONS} \]

IN SCAL. DIQ. CHANNEL
**Eff. Diquark Interaction**

- Fierz rearrange $Q\bar{Q}$ interaction

\[ L = G_1 \phi^4 \left\{ \frac{1}{2\Lambda^2(N_c - 1)} \left[ (4C\phi_5 T_2 \Lambda^4) (4C\phi_5 T_2 \Lambda^4) \\
+ (4C\phi_5 T_2 \Lambda^4) (4C\phi_5 T_2 \Lambda^4) \right] \\
+ \frac{1}{4\Lambda^2(N_c + 1)} (4C\phi_6 T_2 \Lambda^4) (4C\phi_6 T_2 \Lambda^4) \right\} \]

\( \rightarrow \) Attractive for scalar (3) diquarks

Repulsive in pseudo-scalar channel

\( \rightarrow \) Tensor couples to vector/axial (6) states

\((4C\phi_4 T_2 \Lambda^4) / (4C\phi_4 T_2 \Lambda^4)\)

- Simulations

\[ m_8 \sim 400 \text{ MeV} \quad \Rightarrow \quad 2m_q - m_8 \approx (200-300) \text{ MeV} \]

\[ m_{(us)} \approx \]
Diquark Correlation Functions

Non-Strange, Color \( \bar{3} \)

\[ \Pi / \Pi_0 \]

\( \tau [\text{fm}] \)

\( S \)

\( \omega_3 = 400 \text{ MeV} \)

\[ \Pi / \Pi_0 \]

\( \tau [\text{fm}] \)

\[ j^a = \epsilon^{abc} q^b \Gamma_c q^c \]

\[ \Pi_\Gamma (x) = \left< j^\Gamma (x) U(x) j^\Gamma (0) \right> \]
NON-STRANGE, COLOR 6 DIQUARKS

\[
\frac{\Pi}{\Pi^0} \quad \tau [\text{fm}]
\]

\[
S
\]

\[
PS
\]

\[
V
\]

\[
AV
\]

\[
T
\]

\[
\int \lambda_3 \mathcal{Q} \quad \mathcal{Q}^\dagger \mathcal{F} \quad \mathcal{F} \quad \mathcal{Q}
\]
$S=1$, Color 3 Diquark

\[ j^a = \bar{u}^a C r s^c \varepsilon^{abc} \]
$S = 2$, $\text{Color } \bar{3}$ DIQUARUS

\[ j_\tau = \epsilon^{abc} \tau^b \tau^c \]

\[ \frac{\Pi}{\Pi^0} \]

\[ \tau [\text{fm}] \]

\[ \frac{\Pi}{\Pi^0} \]

\[ \tau [\text{fm}] \]

PS

S

V

AV
CHIRAL SYMMETRY BREAKING, GAP EQU.

**Partition Function**

\[ Z = \frac{N^2}{\pi} \sum_i \int \text{d}p^i \text{u}(p^i) \text{det} (B + \text{m}f)^{1/2} \]

**Mean Field Approximation => Gap Equation**

\[ \text{U}(0) = \beta \int \text{d}^4k \frac{\text{U}(k)}{k^2 + \text{m}^2(k)} \]

**Coupling \( \beta \) Determined Self-Consistently**

**Quark Condensate**

\[ \langle \bar{q}q \rangle = 4N_c \int \text{d}^4k \frac{\text{U}(k)}{2v^4} \left( \frac{k^2 - (2m\mu v)^2}{k^2 + \text{m}^2(k)} \right) \]

**RPA Modes**

\[ T_T(\omega) = \Gamma(\omega) \frac{1}{1 + \text{G}(\omega)} \Gamma(\omega) \]

**Microscopically: Low-Lying Modes Become Collective**

\[ \langle \bar{q}q \rangle = - \frac{1}{4\pi} \text{U}(\lambda = 0) \]
**Gap Equation with QQ Condensates**

- **Nambu-Goldstone Propagator:**
  \[ \Sigma = \left( \begin{array}{ccc} s^{-1} & \Delta \\ \Delta & (s^{-1})^T \end{array} \right) \]

- **Scheme Model: Self Energies**
  \[ S^{-1} = \Sigma - \mu \quad \Delta = \Delta_0 \cos \xi \tau_2 \lambda_2 \]

- **Effective Potential (MFA)**
  \[ \Gamma = -\frac{1}{2} \text{tr} \log \left( G \right) + \text{tr} \left( G \Sigma \right) + g_\mu \text{tr} \left( s \right)^2 + g_D \text{tr} \left( \Delta \right) \text{tr} \left( \Delta \right) \]

- **Gap Equations**
  \[ \mu = g_\mu \int d^4 q \frac{\mu}{p^2 - \mu^2} \left( 1 + \frac{\Delta^2}{p^2 \left( \mu^2 + q^2 \right)} \right) \]
  \[ \Delta = g_D \int d^4 p \frac{\Delta}{p^2 \left( \mu^2 + \Delta^2 \right)} \]

- **Find (\mu=0):** \( \Delta \neq 0 \) Possible, But Not The Minimum Of \( \Gamma \) For \( N_c > 2 \)

\[ \rightarrow = \Delta + \Delta \]

\[ \Rightarrow \Delta = \Delta \rightarrow + \]

\[ \Rightarrow \Delta = \Delta \rightarrow + \]
**Finite Density Gap Equ.**

- **QQ Gap Equation \((\Delta=0)\)**

\[
\mu = \mu^0 + 4 G_0 \langle \bar{q} q \rangle \quad \Rightarrow \mu_{crit} = (2-\xi) \mu^0
\]

\[
\langle \bar{q} q \rangle = -\frac{\pi}{\xi c} \int \frac{d^3p}{(2\pi)^3} \frac{\mu}{E_p} \left( 1 - u_q(p) - u_{\bar{q}}(p) \right)
\]

- **QQ Gap Equation \((\mu<<\Delta<\mu)\)**

\[
\Delta = G \frac{\xi}{(2\pi)^2} \int \frac{d^3p}{\mu} \frac{\Delta}{(E_p-\mu)^2 + \Delta^2}
\]

**Log Singularity**

\[
\Rightarrow \text{No Crit. Coupling}
\]

**Gap Determined By**

- \(\Delta \sim \lambda \quad \text{Form Factor}\)
- \(\Delta \sim \exp\left(-\frac{1}{2} \frac{d\mu}{dE} G_0\right) \quad \text{Density of States, Coupling}\)
- \(G \sim \exp\left(-\frac{1}{2} \frac{\pi^2}{\xi c} (\mu - \mu^0)^2\right) \quad \text{Screening} \Rightarrow \Delta \sim (50-100) \xi c\)

- **Free Energy**

\[
\Delta = -\frac{1}{2} \frac{\mu P_F}{c^2} \Delta^2 + ...
\]

- **Critical Temperature**

\[
T_c = \frac{\xi}{2} \Delta(T=0) \approx 0.57 \Delta(T=0)
\]
NJL THERMODYNAMICS

FROM KLINT ET AL
PLB (1990)

\[ m_u \]

\[ 350 \text{ MeV} \]

\[ 1.3 \text{ fm}^{-3} \]

\[ P \]

[GeV fm\(^{-3}\)]

\[ 10^0 \]

\[ 10^{-1} \]

\[ 10^{-2} \]

\[ 10^{-3} \]

\[ 0 \]

\[ 0.2 \]

\[ 0.4 \]

\[ 0.6 \]

\[ 0.8 \]

\[ 1.0 \]

\[ 1.2 \]

\[ \rho_u \]

[fm\(^{-3}\)]
BCS GAP EQUATION FOR
SCALAR DIQUARKS

\[ \Delta, T_c \text{ [GeV]} \]

\[ n_B \text{ [fm}^{-3}\text{]} \]

\( \Delta \)

\( \mu_c = 0.5 \text{GeV} \)

\( \mu_c = 0.4 \text{GeV} \)
BEYOND \((u_c y_5 \lambda^d)\) CONDENSATION

- **Symmetric Quark Matter \(\rightarrow u_3 d_3\) Left-over \((+S\ Quarks)\)**

- \((u_c y_5 \lambda^A)\) Pairing? Coupling Small

- (\(u_c y_5 \lambda^A\)): Color 6 Pairing in Vector Channel? (ARW)

- (\(S C D_{y_5} \lambda^A\)): Pert. Pairing in Vector Channel? (BL)

- From Neutron Superfluidity to Color Singlet 6Q Condensation? \((u_d d_3)^2, (u_d s_3)^2, \ldots\) ?

- Deconfinement: Confined \(\rightarrow\) Higgsed \((\text{cont}/\text{higgs})\), ...

- BCS or not? Ideal BCS: Gap Exp. Small, Quasi-Particles Large, No Pre-formed Pairs
  Here: Gap Large, Pairs Compact
SCHEMATIC EQUATION OF STATE
FOR QUARK-DIQUARK MATTER

- total
- diquarks
- quarks with color 1,2
- quarks with color 3
- strings
- nuclear matter
- quark matter, no diquarks

E/B [MeV]

n
**Instantons at Finite $\mu$**

- **Partition Function**

  $Z = \frac{1}{N^4 N_c N_{\lambda \lambda}!} \int \prod \bar{d}R_i \; e^{-\bar{R} \cdot \frac{N_c}{\pi} \int \frac{d^4q}{q^2} \; (\det(i\partial + i\mu \sigma_3 + i\mu) )}$

- $U_A(1)$ anomaly leads to zero modes (Carvalho, Abril, ...)

  $$(i\partial + i\mu \sigma_3) \bar{\psi}_0(\mu x) = 0$$

- **Large $\mu$ → Screening**

  $u(q) \rightarrow u(q, \mu = 0) \exp(-\mu^2 \bar{q}^2)$  \quad ($\mu > \mu_c$)

- **Dynamics**: $(i\partial)$ in zero mode basis

  $$(i\partial + i\mu \sigma_3)_{12} = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & T(\mu) \\ T^*(-\mu) & 0 \end{pmatrix}$$  \quad Not Herm.

- **Overlap Matrix Elements**

  $$T_{1A}(\mu, z) = \int \delta^4(x - x') (i\partial + i\mu \sigma_3) \bar{\psi}(x) \psi(x')$$

- **Anisotropic**

  $T_{1A}(\mu, z) \propto \sin(\mu z) / z$  \quad Oscillating (Surface $\gamma$)

  $T_{1A}(\mu, z) \propto \mu^2 / z^4$  \quad Long range $\rightarrow \exp(-cz)$, Gap $\gamma$
FIG. 1.
**Simple Theory:** $N_c = N_f = 2$

- **Theory Has** $Q \leftrightarrow \bar{Q}$ **Symmetry** ($PG$-**SU(3)**)

  $\langle \psi^a \bar{\psi}^a \rangle \rightarrow \langle \phi^a \bar{\phi}^a \rangle$  **Pions** $\leftrightarrow$ **Sc. Diqu.** ($\pm$ **Baryons**)

  $V_{\psi \phi} = \lambda (\bar{q}^2 + q^2) s^2 + \bar{s}^2 - \bar{v}^2) - A \bar{\phi} + \mu_s (\bar{s}^2 + \bar{v}^2)$

  $A \neq 0, \mu = 0$  $\langle \phi \rangle \neq 0$  $\mu \neq \mu_{\text{int}}$  $\langle S \rangle = \langle \bar{S} \rangle \neq 0$  $\langle \bar{\psi} \psi \rangle \rightarrow 0$

- **Easy To Simulate:**

  $$(i \partial + i \mu \gamma_\mu) \psi_i = \lambda_i \psi_i \quad (\pm \lambda_i, \lambda_i^*)$$

  $\Rightarrow \det (i \partial + i \mu \gamma_\mu) = \prod_i \lambda_i \quad \underline{\text{REAL}}$

  $N_f = 2 : (\det (i \partial + i \mu \gamma_\mu))^2 > 0$

- **Note:** $N_c = 3$ with $|\det(...)|$ behaves similar

  $Z = \int D\Omega \ e^{-S} \det (i \partial + i \mu \gamma_\mu) \det (i \bar{\partial} - i \mu \gamma_\mu)$

  \[ q(\mu), \bar{q}(-\mu) \quad \bar{q}(-\mu), \bar{q}(+\mu) \]

  $\Rightarrow$ **Lightest $B^0$ State** $\bar{\Psi} = \bar{\Theta}(\mu) q(\mu)$

  $\Rightarrow \mu_{\text{int}} \sim \mu^2 / 2 \sim \mu_q^2$
\[ \chi_c \]

FIG. 5.

\[ \leftrightarrow \text{CRITICAL } \mu \rightarrow 0 \text{ AS } N_c \rightarrow 0 \]
\( \bar{q}q \) VERSUS \( \bar{q}q \) CONDENSATION

\( N_c = 2 \) SIMULATIONS

\( \langle \bar{q}q(x) \bar{q}q(0) \rangle \)

\( \langle \bar{q}C_{\gamma_5}q(x) \bar{q}C_{\gamma_5}q(0) \rangle \)

\( \tau [\text{fm}] \)

\( \mu \) INCREASES

\( \Pi \)
DIQUARK CORRELATORS AT $\mu = 0$

$\Pi_{PS}$

$\Pi_{S}$

$\Pi_{AV}$

$\Pi_{V}$

$\Pi_{T}$

$N = 2$ Simulations
QUARK PROPAGATOR

$N_c = 2$ SIMULATIONS

$\langle \bar{b} \nu (S(x)) \rangle$

$\mu$ INCREASES

$\langle \bar{b} \nu (\overline{c_0} S(x)) \rangle$

$\tau [fm]$
Hard Theory: QCD (N_c=3)

* Expect:

\[ \langle \bar{q}q \rangle = \langle \bar{q}q \rangle_0 \quad \mu \ll \mu_c = \frac{\mu_B}{3} \quad (\sim \frac{\mu_D}{2}) \]

* Sign Problem \rightarrow Approximations (?)

A) Quenched

\[ Z = \int \mathcal{D}A \ e^{-S} \quad \mu_c = \frac{\mu_B}{2} \]

B) Modulus of Determinant

\[ Z = \int \mathcal{D}A \ e^{-S} \ |\text{det}(iD + i\mu \gamma_5)| \quad \mu_c = \frac{\mu_D}{2} \]

3) Include Phase in Averages

\[ \langle \bar{q}q \rangle_{\text{II}} = \int \mathcal{D}A \ (\bar{q}q) \ e^{-S} \ |\text{det}(iD + i\mu \gamma_5)| \]

\[ \Rightarrow \quad \langle \bar{q}q \rangle = \frac{\langle \bar{q}q e^{i\Phi} \rangle_{\text{II}}}{\langle e^{i\Phi} \rangle_{\text{II}}} \quad \text{Trouble?} \]

Expect: \( \langle \bar{q}q \rangle = \text{const} (\mu \ll \mu_c) \), Small \( \lambda \) Real

D) Other Methods? Canonical,...
- **UNQUEENCHED**
- **Basis of exact \((\mu \neq 0)\) zero modes**
TYPICAL INSTANTON CONFIGURATIONS

\[ \langle a_4 \rangle = 0 \]

\[ \mu = 0 \]

\[ \mu = 3 \Lambda \]

FIG. 9.

STRENGTH OF FERMIONIC "HOPPING" MATRIX ELEMENTS

\[ T_{a} = \sum \langle \psi \! (i) \rangle \psi_{a} \]
Collectivity of Eigenstates

\[ T = T_c \]

\[ T = 0 \]

\[ \mu > \mu_c \]

\[ \mu = 0 \]

Participation Number

\[ P = \frac{1}{\sum |c_i|^4} \]

\[ \psi = \sum c_i \psi_i \]
Test of Discrete Symmetries in Relativistic Heavy Ion Collisions

Miklos Gyulassy¹, T.D. Lee¹ and Yang Pang¹,²

¹Department of Physics, Columbia University, New York, NY 10027
and

²Department of Physics, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973

For matters at high baryon densities, such as those created in relativistic heavy ion collisions at BNL-AGS, it has recently been shown by M. Alford, K. Rajagopal, and F. Wilczek [1], and also independently by R. Rapp, T. Schafer, E.V. Shuryak, and M. Velkovsky [2], that interesting condensates could be formed. The possibility for detecting the existence of some condensates from parity violation measurements was also suggested [3, 4].

Several explicit models [5] were constructed by T.D. Lee for studying the formation of condensates that spontaneously break the discrete symmetries. These models could provide a basic framework for testing discrete symmetries in relativistic heavy ion collisions.

The longitudinal polarizations of Λ’s and Λ̄’s are very effective in detecting parity violating condensates. The large number of Λ’s produced in relativistic heavy ion collisions at BNL-AGS, CERN-SPS and BNL-RHIC, suggests it is possible to make an accurate determination of the existence or absence of any parity violating condensates. Several experiments at BNL-AGS are capable of this type of measurement [6, 7].

The background for longitudinal polarization of Λ’s is dominated by Ξ decay to Λ. In fact, it was first suggested by M. Jacob to use the longitudinal polarization of Λ’s and Λ̄’s as an indirect measurement of Ξ/Λ and Ξ/Λ̄ ratios under the assumption that parity is conserved in heavy ion collisions [8].
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Outline

• Spontaneous Breaking of Discrete Symmetries

• Observables from High Baryon Density

• Test of Discrete Symmetries
Spontaneous Breaking of $T$ invariance

Model Lagrangian

$$\mathcal{L} = -\frac{1}{2}(\partial_\mu \phi)^2 - U(\phi) - \bar{\psi}(\gamma^\mu \partial_\mu + m)\psi - ig\bar{\psi}\gamma_5\psi\phi$$


where $U(\phi) = \frac{1}{8}\kappa(\phi^2 - \rho^2)^2$

and $T\phi T^{-1} = -\phi, \quad C\phi C^{-1} = \phi, \quad P\phi P^{-1} = -\phi$

$\mathcal{L}$ invariant under $C$, $P$ and $T$
Vacuum expectation value $\langle \phi \rangle_{\text{vac}} = \rho > 0$

$\phi = \rho + \delta \phi$

$\psi \rightarrow e^{-i \frac{1}{2} \gamma_5 \alpha} \psi \quad \tan \alpha \equiv g \rho / m$

$\bar{\psi}(m + ig \rho \gamma_5) \psi \rightarrow \bar{\psi} M \psi \quad M \equiv (m^2 + g^2 \rho^2)^{\frac{1}{2}}$

$$\mathcal{L} = -\frac{1}{2} (\partial_\mu \delta \phi)^2 - U - \bar{\psi} (\gamma^\mu \partial_\mu + M) \psi$$

$$-ig \bar{\psi} (\sin \alpha + i \gamma_5 \cos \alpha) \psi \delta \phi$$

$\mathcal{L}$ violates $T$, $P$, and $CP$

$T$ violating amplitude
Spontaneous Breaking of P invariance

Model Lagrangian

\[ \mathcal{L} = \cdots - \bar{\psi} (\gamma^\mu \partial_\mu + m) \psi - ig \bar{\psi} \gamma^\mu \gamma^5 \psi A_\mu \]

\( A_\mu \): Axial vector or \( \partial_\mu \phi \) with

\[ < A_0 > = a_0 \neq 0 \quad \text{and} \quad < \vec{A} > = 0 \]

Energy eigenvalues for \( \psi \)

\[ (E^2 - m^2 - \vec{p}^2 - 2a_0 \vec{\sigma} \cdot \vec{p} - a_0^2)u = 0 \]

\( \mathcal{L} \) Breaks \( P \) and \( C \)
### Pseudo-Scalar in PDG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Mass (MeV)</th>
<th>$I^G(J^{PC})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\pi^0$</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>$1^-(0^{-+})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta$</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>$0^+(0^{-+})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta'$</td>
<td>957</td>
<td>$0^+(0^{-+})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Axial-Vector in PDG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Mass (MeV)</th>
<th>$I^G(J^{PC})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a_1(1260)$</td>
<td>1230</td>
<td>$1^-(1^{++})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_1(1260)$</td>
<td>1285</td>
<td>$0^+(1^{++})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Condensates from high temperature and high baryon densities

Many things to choose from:

Nucleon currents $\bar{\psi} \Gamma T \psi$
Quark and diquark currents
Meson currents
Gluons

For example:

gluon + diquark $(1^+)\) could form $0^{--}$
Disoriented Chiral Condensate: $0^{-+}$
T.J. Schlagel, et al.

- Au + Au at 11.7 GeV/c
- Si + Au at 14.6 GeV/c
- Si + Si at 14.6 GeV/c

\[ <p_i> \]

\[ <p_b/p_0> \]
Decay of $\Lambda$ with a definite helicity

$$M_{\Lambda \rightarrow \pi^- p} = a_s + a_p \bar{\sigma} \cdot \vec{k}$$

$$I(\theta) = \frac{1}{2} (1 + \alpha_\Lambda \cos \theta) \quad \alpha_\Lambda = \frac{2 \text{Re} a_s^* a_p}{a_s^2 + a_p^2} = -0.64$$

Decay of $\Lambda$ with polarization $\beta$

$$I(\theta) = \frac{1}{2} (1 + \alpha_\Lambda \beta \cos \theta)$$

For spontaneous breaking of $P$ in heavy ion collisions

A given event has fixed polarization: $\beta$

Average of $\beta$ over events = 0

Average of $\beta^2$ over events $\neq$ 0
$\Lambda$ Production in A+B

HIJING

NA49 PbPb 158 AGeV

Pb+Pb 11 AGeV

b < 1 fm

E895

E810

Si+Pb 14.6 AGeV

b < 3 fm

Lab Rapidity $y$
ΛΛ Correlation

\[ I_{\Lambda\Lambda}(\theta_2 - \theta_1) = \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 + \frac{2}{3} \alpha_\Lambda^2 \beta^2 \cos(\theta_2 - \theta_1) \right) \]

**Single event measurement**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th># of Λ</th>
<th>αβ</th>
<th>αβ²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGS Au + Au</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPS Pb + Pb</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHIC Au + Au</td>
<td>150?</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Many events** \(10^6\) ΛΛ \(\alpha \beta^2 \sim 0.001\)

**Background from Ξ decay**

\[ \Xi \rightarrow \Lambda \pi \quad \alpha_\Xi = 0.44 \]

\[ \frac{\Xi}{\Lambda} \sim 0.1 \quad \beta_\Xi \sim 0.05 \]

\[ P_\Xi(s) = \alpha_\Xi + P_\Xi \cos \beta \]
Conclusions:

- Test of discrete symmetries is a valuable tool for probing the existence of certain condensates, independent of any specific model.

- Lambda polarization could be used to test parity violation from relativistic heavy ion collisions.
Parity

N.P. SAMIOS
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York 11973

Previous investigations of possible parity violations in strong and weak interactions is reviewed. The now classic studies of \( \Lambda^0 \) produced in \( \pi^-p \) interactions is discussed. Parity violation in \( \Lambda^0 \) decay (i.e. in weak interaction) was observed via an updown asymmetry, that is with respect to the production plane defined by \( \hat{p}_{s^-} \times \hat{p}_{\Lambda^0} \). If parity is violated in the strong interaction, that would give rise to asymmetries in the production plane, categorized by a front-back or left-right asymmetry. No such effects were found in \( \Lambda^0 \) production. Similar studies can be carried out for \( \Lambda^0 \) production in Gold-Gold reactions. In this case one can look for a parity violating effect in strong interactions via asymmetries in the production plane defined by \( \hat{p}_{\Lambda^0} \times \hat{p}_{\Lambda} \). It would also be interesting to look for parity violation in the weak interaction in \( \Lambda^0 \) produced by AuAu interactions. Such possibilities for various AGS experiments were also discussed.
Parity.

Strong Interaction

Weak Interaction

N°'s.

N.P. Samios
Nov. 11, 1997
Parity Cons. in Decay Int.
\[ \nu \rightarrow \pi \text{ No Parity Violation in Product Plane.} \]

[\( \pi - \theta \theta \pm \rho \phi \)] Parity Violation \( \pm \) Pred. Alone.
Standard Coord. System:

Z-axis normal to Production plane.

\[ \hat{P}_{true} \times \hat{P} \approx \hat{P} \]

\[ T_{\perp} \hat{P} \rightarrow \hat{N}^0 + \theta^0 \]

\[ \rightarrow \hat{P} + \hat{T}_{\perp} \]

\[ \theta \quad \text{up down angle. Parity - reversal.} \]

\[ \gamma \quad \text{in prod. plane angle. Parity invar.} \]

(Integrated over prod. angle \( \gamma \).)
Alternative Coor. System:

\[ x_{\text{new}} \parallel \text{normal bond plane} \quad \hat{P}_x \times \hat{P}_z \]

\[ z_{\text{new}} = \hat{P}_z \]

\[ x_{\text{new}} = \hat{P}_x \]

\[ y' \]

\[ \Theta' \] Parallel in Strong Int.  Forward Bonded.

\[ y' \] Parallel in Weak Int.  Quad. II+III  Up

\[ \text{II+III} \] Down.
Parity Violation in Weak Int. \( \Lambda^0 \) decay.

\[
I(\theta, \omega, y) = (1 - d^\Lambda_\omega \mu \cos \theta)
\]

\[
\cos \theta = \frac{\int \cos \theta I(\theta)}{\int I(\theta)} = \frac{d^\Lambda}{3}
\]

\[
\therefore d^\Lambda = 3 \sum \cos \theta = \pm \sqrt{\frac{3}{2}}
\]

Up and down.

\[
d^\Lambda = \frac{2(\text{Up} - \text{Down})}{\text{Up} + \text{Down}} = \frac{2}{\sqrt{3}}
\]

For unpdelayed \( \Lambda^0 \) 's.

Decay Orders - long indirectly delayed.

\[\bar{\theta}_p = \bar{\theta} \Delta \bar{\theta} \quad \text{beam mass} \Delta \theta\]

In similar way for \( \Xi^\prime \).

\[
I'(\theta) = (1 + d'_\Xi \mu \Xi \cos \theta)
\]

\[\theta' \propto n \cdot \hat{\rho}_p \]

\[n \cdot \hat{\rho}_p \times \hat{\rho}_p \Xi\]
Results.

Budde et al. 221°±1

θ' 10½° Summit Brook

γ' 41° Deg. mean

Samuel. 41° mean

θ' 29°44' F/B

γ' 24½° U/D. → \( \Delta \bar{\varphi} = 0.24 \pm 0.31 \)

Perky Man.-Env. on 10° day

Steinberger: 263 events

θ \( a \bar{\varphi} = 0.20 \pm 0.11 \)

\( \sum \bar{\varphi} = -0.07 \pm 0.14 \)

Gaussberg: 253 events

θ \( \Delta \bar{\varphi} = 2.44 \pm 0.11 \)

\( \Delta \bar{\varphi} = 0.64 \)

\( \bar{\varphi} = -0.07 \)
Adair has pointed out that for the production angle $\beta$ near zero or $180^\circ$, and assuming the spin of the $\theta$ (or $K^+$) to be zero, the angular distribution in $\theta$ of the $\Lambda^0$ (or $\Sigma^-$) decay is determined by angular momentum and parity conservation alone. For example, for the spin of the hyperon $\frac{1}{2}$, the distribution in $\theta$ is isotropic, for spin $\frac{3}{2}$ it is $\frac{3}{2} \cos^2 \theta + \frac{1}{2}$, etc.

We have calculated the likelihood functions for these distributions, using those eleven $\Lambda^0$ and eight $\Sigma^-$ events with $|\cos \theta| \geq 0.78$.

For the $\Lambda^0$:

$$ I_k(\theta) = \frac{1}{k} \left( \frac{3}{2} \cos^2 \theta + \frac{1}{2} \right) $$

For the $\Sigma^-$:

$$ I_k(\theta) = 0.80 $$

For greater assumed spin $j$, the likelihood functions $L_j$ would become progressively smaller. There is certainly no evidence here that the hyperon spins are larger than $\frac{1}{2}$; the best agreement is obtained with spin $\frac{1}{2}$.

We believe that the statistics are not adequate to demonstrate a polarization effect. For the $\Sigma^-$, the ratio is

$$ N(0^\circ-45^\circ)/N(45^\circ-90^\circ) = 10/9 $$

here again statistics are inadequate to establish polarization.

For both $\Lambda^0$ and $\Sigma^-$. The data are still inadequate, but this kind of analysis seems promising.

VII. ANOMALOUS $\Lambda^0$ OR $\theta^-$ PARTICLES

It is the underlying hypothesis of this paper, insofar as concerns neutral unstable particle production, that the observation of a single decay establishes the event. The trajectory and momentum of the unobserved particle can then be obtained from the kinematics, and as seen in Table I, the potential path of the unobserved particle has also been measured. The potential path is defined as the length of path the particle would have had, if it had not decayed, minus $\frac{1}{2}$ cm; the latter being approximately the length of decay tracks necessary to detect the decay.

It is then possible to ask: given a $\Lambda^0$ ($\theta^-$) which is identified as coming from the process $e^- + p \rightarrow \Lambda^0 + \theta^-$, are the number of $\theta^-$ ($\Lambda^0$) observed with these $\Lambda^0$'s ($\theta^-$'s) compatible with the known potential path lengths and the known lifetimes? We have observed only four double events despite the fact that the average potential path is of the order of the average mean free path both  

---

*We wish to acknowledge some very helpful discussions with T. D. Lee on these questions, and a communication from R. Karplus.*

* R. K. Adair, Phys. Rev. 100, 1540 (1955).*
\[ \Pi^- + p \rightarrow \Lambda^0 + \Theta^-, \ \Lambda^0 \rightarrow \Pi^- + p \]

**FIG. 12**
required that the bubble densities, multiple scattering, and the ranges of the secondaries, when available, be consistent with the kinematics of the reaction. In judging the precision of the method, it should be kept in mind that the end of the incident \( \pi^- \) is not precisely defined because of the finite bubble density. The probable error in position due to this effect is \( \sim 0.5 \) mm. The average \( \Lambda^0 \) and \( \theta^0 \) path length is \( \sim 2-3 \) cm, but those with path lengths of the order of a few mm are not measured with good precision. The usual accuracy in the determination of the energy of the \( \Lambda^0 \) and \( \theta^0 \) is \( \sim 5-15\% \).

The evidence for the existence of a \( \Sigma^+ \) with a mass near that of the \( \Sigma^0 \) is still not conclusive. However, there are strong theoretical reasons to postulate this particle and its decay in a very short time (\( \sim 10^{-8} \) sec) into a \( \gamma \) ray and \( \Lambda^0 \) with a \( Q \) of approximately 70 Mev. In our pictures this production event would appear almost identical to reaction (2) (since the \( \Sigma^0 \) would decay at the origin), but with the following differences:

1. If a \( \theta^0 \) appears, for a given angle of appearance the kinetic energy would be lower than that in a \( \Lambda^0 - \theta^0 \) production event by an amount which varies from \( \sim 20\% \); at small production angles to \( \sim 50\% \) at larger ones.

2. If a \( \Lambda^0 \) appears, its energy is not uniquely determined by the production angle. It can, in fact, have a reasonably large spread depending upon the angle of emission of the \( \gamma \) ray.

Of the 38 events in categories (1) and (2), only 4 exhibit both \( \Sigma^+ \)'s in the chamber; 3 of these fit \( \Lambda^0 - \theta^0 \) production well, the fourth fits well for \( \Sigma^0 - \theta^0 \) production and does not seem reconcilable with (2). The remaining 34 events consist of only one observed \( \Sigma^0 \). Of these, 19 are \( \Lambda^0 \)'s and 15 are \( \theta^0 \)'s. In these categories, 15 events cannot be measured well enough to distinguish \( \Lambda^0 \) and \( \Sigma^0 \) production confidently. 17 others are definitely identifiable as \( \Lambda^0 - \theta^0 \) production, and only 2 events exist for which \( \Sigma^0 \) production seems definitely indicated. Both the latter are events in which a \( \theta^0 \) was observed; no events in which a single \( \Lambda^0 \) was seen can be unambiguously interpreted as \( \Sigma^0 - \theta^0 \) production.

IV. BEAM ENERGY

The most accurate determination of the beam energy utilizes two events of the type \( \pi^- + p \rightarrow \Sigma^+ + K^+ \) in which the \( K^+ \) comes to rest without nuclear interaction. Using mass values \( M_{\Sigma^+} = 2344 m_1 \) and \( M_{K^+} = 965.5 m_1 \), we find for the beam momentum in the 2 cases, \( P_x = 1.420 \pm 0.005 \) Bev/c and \( P_y = 1.447 \pm 0.005 \) Bev/c, respectively; these yield a mean momentum \( P_x = 1.433 \pm 0.015 \) Bev/c. The latter error indicates the beam momentum spread determined from the calculated trajectories.

V. PRODUCTION ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS

The center-of-mass distributions for the 38 events which are either \( \Lambda^0 - \theta^0 \) or \( \Sigma^0 - \theta^0 \) production are presented together in Fig. 6. In the same figure the center-of-mass angles of the seventeen \( \Sigma^0 - K^+ \) events are also shown.

---


events. The sample for reaction (2) is less than 3% contaminated.

Results on the anisotropy are summarized in Tables II and III, and the $\theta$ distributions for the combined energies are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The anisotropy coefficients $P_\alpha$ are calculated from the individually observed angles:

$$P_\alpha = \frac{3}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \cos \theta_i \left( \frac{3}{N} \right)$$

$P$ is the polarization averaged over the production angles, $P_\alpha$ positive means $\pi$'s emitted preferentially in the direction $p_\perp \times p_y$.

The results show a very large, statistically well established anisotropy for the $\Lambda^0$, clearly demonstrating parity violation in the decay. For the entire sample $P_\alpha = -0.40 \pm 0.11$. For the $\Sigma^-$ decay no statistically significant anisotropy is observed. The conclusions are strengthened by the very similar results obtained by Crawford et al. At a kinetic energy of 0.99 Bev, this group obtains $P_\alpha = 0.51 \pm 0.15$ for $\Lambda^0$ decay, and also no measurable anisotropy for $\Sigma^-$ decay.

To estimate the anisotropy coefficient, $\alpha$, itself, we have combined all results available in the lower energy interval, where the results of Table II indicate a larger polarization. With our results at 910, 950, and 1100 MeV, with those of Berkeley at 990 MeV, and with the result $P_\alpha = 0.465 \pm 0.34$ of Adair and Leipuner at 950 MeV, one obtains $P_\alpha = 0.52 \pm 0.10$. To find $\alpha$ it is necessary to know $P$. This is not possible at present; however, it is possible to fix an upper limit for $|P|$ from the observed angular distributions. In this energy region only $S$ and $P$ waves can contribute appreciably to the angular distribution. The cross section then has the form $|a+b \cos \theta|^2 + |c|^2 \sin^2 \theta$, and $P = (2a/c) \tan \theta$. If we then use the fact that the same group of data gives a backward to forward asymmetry for the product of $\Lambda^0$'s in process (1) of 2.94 $\pm 0.4$, we obtain an upper limit for $|P|$: $|P| \leq 0.78 \pm 0.03$. This results in a lower bound on $|\alpha|$: $|\alpha| \geq 0.67 \pm 0.13$.

† This research is supported by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission and the Office of Naval Research.
6. Crawford, Cresci, Gold, Gottstein, Lyon, Solvite, Stevenson, and Ticho, Phys. Rev. 108, 1102 (1957). We wish to thank these authors for an advance copy of their results.
7. We have taken the liberty to treat these results somewhat differently than the authors have, and obtain a somewhat altered result. The $\Lambda^0$ data consist of 76 clean events (double decay) which give $(3/8) \cos \theta = 0.367 \pm 0.20$. In addition, there are 277 single $\Lambda^0$ events of which, according to the authors, about 15% are $\Xi$ contaminations, and of the remainder 25% are $\Sigma$ contaminations. Since neither contaminant should contribute to the anisotropy, the up-down asymmetry of 0.57 (only the sign of $\theta$ has been determined for these events) refers to an effective sample of 177 events: $P_\alpha = 2 \times (167 - 110) / 177 = 0.644 \pm 0.20$. The combined result is $P_\alpha = -0.51 \pm 0.15$. The result obtained by the authors, using only up and down results and neglecting the correlation for contamination, is $0.44 \pm 0.11$.
8. R. Adair and L. Leipuner (to be published). We wish to thank the authors for making these results available to us.
Compton Violation in Strong Interaction.

Parity Violation in Production Plane.

\[ \alpha P_i = \frac{3}{N} \sum \cos \theta_i \]
\[ \alpha P_2 = \frac{3}{N} \sum \cos \theta_i \]

\( \theta' \) to \( \theta_\text{norm} \cdot \frac{1}{2} \) \( \text{Fwd./Rld.} \)

\( \theta'' \) to \( \theta_\text{norm} \cdot \frac{2}{2} \) \( \text{Lfd./Lght.} \)

(\( \alpha P_e = \frac{3}{N} \sum \cos \theta_i \)) Parity non-cons. weak int.

Crowl and et al. 236 events 1.106 GeV

185 events 1.236 GeV

\[ dP_1, dP_2 \]

\[ 0 \pm 0.11 \]

\[ 0 \pm 0.13 \]

\[ \alpha P_e = 0.11 \pm 0.13 \]

\[ P < \frac{0.13}{0.14} \text{ or } 0.20 \]

\[ \frac{0.08}{0.14} = 0.10 \]

\[ \Delta P = \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{\frac{3}{N}} = \frac{2.71}{N} \] 

\( \sim 70,000 \) events for 1% \( \Delta P \).
FIG. 1. Magnitude of the $\Lambda$ decay asymmetry in the production plane, minus $[3\pi/2N(\theta)]^1$, the mean value expected from statistical fluctuations alone, plotted versus $\theta$, the hyperon c.m. production angle. The plotted errors are the rms fluctuations $\sqrt{ \langle (2-\pi/2) N(\theta) \rangle^2 }$.

items might be expected to be "preferred" in the sense that the polarization in the production plane would not cancel vectorially in averaging over $\theta$.

The results are summarized in Table I. No statistically significant average polarization in the production plane is apparent in any of the coordinate systems. (This result was, of course, guaranteed by the negative result from the preceding "coordinate-invariant" analysis.)

We now adopt the hypothesis that parity is not conserved in production in order to determine an upper limit to the parity-nonconserving amplitude. In the notation of Drell et al. and Lee et al., the production matrix element (M.E.)

may be written

$$M.E. = a + b \cos \theta + i c \sin \theta \vec{\sigma} \cdot \vec{\pi} + d \vec{\pi},$$

where $d$ is the parity-nonconserving amplitude.

Then, in the "$\pi$ - c.m." coordinate system (Fig. 2 and Table I), we have

$$I(\theta)P_\pi(\theta) = 2\text{Im} \* (a + b \cos \theta) \sin \theta,$$

$$I(\theta)P_\pi(\theta) = 2 \text{Re} \* (a + b \cos \theta),$$

$$I(\theta)P_\pi(\theta) = 2 \text{Re} \* c \sin \theta,$$

After averaging over $\theta$ we have

$$\langle IP_\pi \rangle = (\pi/2) \text{Im} \* a,$$

$$\langle IP_\pi \rangle = 2 \text{Re} \* a,$$

$$\langle IP_\pi \rangle = (\pi/2) \text{Re} \* c,$$

$$T = |a|^2 + |b|^2 + 2 |c|^2/3.$$

Since $P_\pi$ is observed to be large, $c$ and $a$ must both be nonzero, and their phase difference cannot be 0° or 180°. Therefore, $P_\pi$ and $P_\pi$ cannot both vanish, unless $|d|$ is 0.

If we eliminate the phase of $d$ from Eqs. (3),

Table I. Polarization components averaged over hyperon c.m. production angle. Here $\vec{\sigma}$ is a unit vector in the direction $\vec{p}_{(\text{incident})} \times \vec{p}_{(\text{hyperon})}$. The standard deviations on all $\alpha P_{1,2}$ are $(3/236)^{1/2}=0.113$. Prob. ($x_{1,2}^2$) = $\exp \{-[\alpha P_{1,2}]^2 + [\alpha P_{1,2}]^2 \} 236/6$ is the probability of getting a $x^2$ as large as or larger than that observed, if the true values are $P_{1,2}=0$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coord. system</th>
<th>Axis No. 3</th>
<th>Axis No. 1</th>
<th>Axis No. 2</th>
<th>$\alpha P_1$</th>
<th>$\alpha P_1$</th>
<th>$\alpha P_2$</th>
<th>Prob. ($x_{1,2}^2$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\pi$ - c.m.</td>
<td>$\vec{n}$</td>
<td>$\vec{\pi}$</td>
<td>$\vec{n} \times \vec{\pi}$</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Lambda$ - c.m.</td>
<td>$\vec{n}$</td>
<td>$\vec{\Lambda}$</td>
<td>$\vec{n} \times \vec{\Lambda}$</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Lambda$ - lab</td>
<td>$\vec{n}$</td>
<td>$\vec{\Lambda}$</td>
<td>$\vec{n} \times \vec{\Lambda}$</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>-0.046</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 2. Mnemonic (nonrelativistic) diagram in velocity space. $\vec{\pi}$, $\vec{\Lambda}$, and $\vec{\lambda}$ are unit vectors, referring to the direction of the incident $\pi$ with respect to the center of mass, the $\Lambda$ with regard to the laboratory frame, and the $\lambda$ with regard to the c.m., all as seen in the $\Lambda$ rest frame. See also reference 9.
Decay to the first excited state of Na$^{23}$ is predominantly G-T since, if one accepts the Fermi transition as vector, any admixture of a Fermi transition would lead to a less negative value of $\Lambda$ than $-\frac{1}{2}$.

1Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission and also supported in part by the Office of Naval Research.

2Now at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico.


FURTHER SEARCH FOR PARITY NONCONSERVATION IN ASSOCIATED PRODUCTION

Frank S. Crawford, Jr., Marcello Cresti, Myron L. Good, Frank T. Solmitz, and M. Lynn Stevenson

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, California

(Received December 8, 1958)

Several authors have pointed out that the case for parity conservation in strong interactions is very much weakened when strange particles are involved.1,2 If parity is not conserved in the associated production process

$$\pi^- + p - \Lambda + K^0,$$

then the $\Lambda$ may have a polarization component in the production plane. The parity-nonconserving decay

$$\Lambda - p + \pi^-$$

may then, by virtue of its large decay-asymmetry parameter, exhibit a decay asymmetry in the production plane.

In an earlier Letter we reported our analysis of 236 events of the type (1) + (2), produced by 12-Bev/c pions incident upon a liquid hydrogen bubble chamber, leading to $\Lambda$'s of 300 Mev/c in momentum.3 Those results were consistent with zero decay asymmetry in the production plane. We now report our analysis of 185 events of the same type, but produced at a higher energy by pions of 1.23 Bev/c, leading to 375-Mev/c $\Lambda$'s in the c.m. system.

One might expect from statistical considerations that adding 185 events to an existing 236 could hardly change the conclusions. However, (a) it turns out that, partly because of a larger observed up-down decay asymmetry, and partly because of a smaller observed decay asymmetry in the production plane, we can set a substantially smaller limit (about one-third as large) to the amount of parity-nonconserving amplitude in the experiment reported here than in the 1.12-Bev/c experiment; and (b) it is conceivable that a parity-nonconserving production amplitude could increase substantially between 300 and 375 Mev/c.

Figure 1 shows the observed decay-asymmetry components in the production plane plotted against $\theta$, the hyperon c.m. production angle. In the left half of the figure we plot the front-back (FB) asymmetry in the $\pi$-c.m. coordinate system, in which the positive direction is along $\vec{P}$ ($\pi$ incident). The right half of the figure shows the left-right (LR) asymmetry in the same system. The positive direction is along $\vec{n} \times \vec{P}$ ($\pi$ incident), where $\vec{n}$ is the “up” direction given by $\vec{P}(\pi$ incident) $\times \vec{P}$ (hyperon). All directions are as seen in the hyperon rest frame. These data are clearly consistent with zero asymmetry. A $\chi^2$ test applied to the hypothesis that the FB asymmetry is everywhere zero yields $\chi^2(\text{FB}) = 7.3$, where 6 is “expected.” Similarly $\chi^2(\text{LR}) = 1.0$. These combine to give a total $\chi^2 = 8.3$, where 12 is expected if the asymmetry is identically zero. This corresponds to a $\chi^2$ probability of 76%.

The contribution to $\chi^2$ at each value of $\theta$ is just the square of the magnitude of the projection of

![FIG. 1. Decay asymmetry components in the production plane (see text).](image-url)
Resume:
\[ \pi^- p \to \Lambda + \theta \]
\[ L \to \pi^- p \quad \lambda = 0.64 \]

Analysis:
\[ Au \times Au \to \Lambda^0 s + \cdots \]
\[ \text{Normal Prod. Clones: } \overrightarrow{P}_{Au} \times \overrightarrow{P}_{Au} \]

If Parity Violated in Strong Int.
\[ \Lambda^0 \text{ polarization in Production Clones.} \]

Concerns:
\[ \Sigma^0 \to \Lambda^0 \gamma \]
\[ \Xi^- \to \Lambda^0 \pi^- \quad \lambda_\Xi = -0.46 \]
\[ \Xi^0 \to \Lambda^0 \pi^0 \]
Systematics - acceptance -
Precission - harnas
\[ \phi_{deg} = \mu \sqrt{\frac{P_{\text{pol}}}{m}} \]
\[ \approx 18^\circ \text{ for } P_{\text{pol}} = 1 \text{ Toda-Mohr.} \]
AGS Exp'b. - Producing N's.
Observing

E-810 MB3-TPC. Si-Pb. 40 cm
Au+Au 60 cm.

Central Events
Reproduce N's, K's, Λ's.

Si-88. ~ 1000 N's. 14 < η < 3.2
Si-Pb ~ 3,000 N's. "
Si-Pb ~ 100 Λ's. 14 < η < 2.9

E-891

Au+Au. ~ 2700 N's. 2.2 < η < 3.9
E-810 Plan View

Figure 1
restriction on conventional cascade model calculations which predict the distributions of all particles produced in heavy ion interactions.

2. Experimental method

The experimental method was described in previous publications\(^5,6\). Briefly, experiment E810 measured charged tracks in three TPC (Time Projection Chamber) modules in a magnetic field. The detector covered the forward hemisphere in the center-of-mass. The trigger, as described in Ref. 5, selected centrally enriched events for data recording. For the final data sample we selected the most central events using a cut on the highest multiplicity of the negatively charged tracks within our good acceptance. We found this to be a reasonably good measure of the centrality from both the increased yield of \(K^0\)'s and \(Λ\)'s as a function of this multiplicity\(^5\) and from Monte Carlo studies of the correlation of impact parameter with this multiplicity. We selected the most central events from the Si target corresponding to a cross section of approximately 100 mb, and for Pb corresponding to a cross section of approximately 300 mb. These cuts correspond to approximately 10% of the geometric cross section. Since we have shown in Ref. 5 that the yield of \(Λ\)'s and \(K^0\)'s is linearly dependent on our centrality selection criterion (negative multiplicity), any tighter cut for centrality selection is not justified because of limited statistics and our estimated systematic error of 20%. Thin targets were used to reduce \(γ\) ray conversion which would give incorrect hadron multiplicities. We used a 0.122 cm thick Si target (1.3% radiation length) and a 0.02 cm thick Pb target (3.5% radiation length). For more details on the experimental method see Refs. 5 and 6. The effective masses for \(K^0\)'s and \(Λ\)'s were calculated by kinematic hypothesis by assigning a proton or a pion mass to the charged tracks which form a vertex away from the point of interaction (see Ref. 6 for more details).

![Fig. 1](image.png)

**Fig. 1:** (a) Effective mass plot of the \(\pi^+\pi^-\) hypothesis for decay vertices from Pb target with vertices removed if they satisfy the \(Λ\) effective mass cuts. (b) Effective mass plot of the proton \(π^-\) hypothesis for decay vertices from Pb target.
Figure 5.25 Number of central events with multi-$\Lambda$ production.
Fig. 3: (a) Inverse exponential slopes for $K^0$s from the Si target. The points are fits to an exponential in each rapidity bin. The solid curve is the result of our global fit, not a fit to the points. The statistical error on the curve representation is similar to that shown on the individual points. The dashed curve is the prediction of AGSHIJET+N'. (b) Inverse exponential slopes for $K^0$s from the Pb target.

Fig. 4: (a) Rapidity distribution for $\Lambda$'s from the Si target. The solid points above a rapidity of 1.7 are our measurements. Errors shown are statistical only. The open squares represent the measurements of Ref. 8 scaled up by 28. The solid curve is the prediction of the ARC model. The dashed curve is the prediction of the AGSHIJET+N' model. (b) Rapidity distribution for $\Lambda$'s from the Pb target.
ward hemisphere about the mid-rapidity point \( y = 1.6 \). In order to determine the rapidity distributions by integrating over \( m_t \) and to determine the contribution due to unmeasured regions of the transverse momentum \( p_t \) we have fitted our acceptance corrected data to \( A \cdot \exp(-B \cdot m_t) \). Since the coefficients \( A \) and \( B \) have a strong correlation we have calculated errors using a technique previously described in Ref. [2]. This technique consisted of fitting all of our data points in \( y \) and \( m_t \) with \( A \cdot \exp(-B \cdot m_t) \) where \( A \) is an arbitrary constant independent of rapidity and \( B = a + b \cdot \cosh(y - y_0) + c \cdot (y - y_0)^2/m_t \), with \( a, b \) and \( c \) independent of rapidity and \( y_0 = 1.6 \). We needed to add the \( c \) term to an earlier [2] parametrization in order to obtain a good fit to our data (\( \chi^2 \) of 38 for 37 D.F.). Without this term we obtain a \( \chi^2 \) of 94 for 38 D.F. (CL < 10\(^{-4}\)). To determine the statistical errors we mapped a \( \chi^2 \) contour of 1 \( \sigma \) away from our best fit. It should be noted that these errors contain the contribution due to the uncertainty of extrapolating to unmeasured regions of \( m_t \). We estimate an additional systematic error of \( \pm 10\% \). Using the global fit to \( \Lambda \) and \( K_0^0 \) data from Si+Si interactions [2] we obtained the ratio of \( \Lambda / K_0^0 \) production. We then used the data of Ref. [7] for \( K^+ \) and \( K^- \) production on \( \text{Au} + \text{Au} \) and the approximation that \( K_0^0 = (K^+ + K^-)/2 \) to scale the \( \Lambda \) production of Ref. [2] from Si+Si to \( \text{Au} + \text{Au} \). The result of this scaling is shown as a solid curve in Fig. 4. The dashed curve is the prediction of the ARC model and the dotted curve is the prediction of the RQMD model.

5. Discussion and conclusions

As can be seen from Fig. 4, our measurements of the \( \Lambda \) rapidity are in good agreement with the scaling of the rapidity measurements of Ref. [2] by the measured kaon yield from Ref. [7]. In the rapidity region of \( 2.0 < y < 3.2 \), where we have good acceptance for \( \Lambda \) production, we are in good agreement with the predictions of the ARC model for the rapidity distribution. The RQMD model seems to underpredict the yields in that rapidity region. Our measurements of the \( m_t \) distributions do not agree near mid-rapidity with the model predictions of either ARC or RQMD as can be seen in Figs. 2 and 3. The \( m_t \) inverse slope measurements seem to have a larger increase towards mid-rapidity (\( y = 1.6 \)). This is verified by calculating the \( \chi^2 \) for our 41 measurements of \( 1/N \cdot d^2N/dydy^2 \) in comparison with the two models and the Si+Si measurements of Ref. [2]. For ARC we obtain a \( \chi^2 \) of 416 for 41 points and a \( \chi^2 \) of 208 if we allow the overall normalization of the data to change by 30%. For RQMD we obtain a \( \chi^2 \) of 175 and a \( \chi^2 \) of 174 for a change of normalization of 5%.

In summary, our measured \( \Lambda \) rapidity distribution for \( \text{Au} + \text{Au} \) central interactions agrees with the scaling of Si+Si measurements of Ref. [2] and with the predictions of the ARC model. The transverse mass distributions become less steep at mid-rapidity compared to the Si+Si measurements or the predictions of ARC and RQMD models. A possible explanation of this effect is increased transverse flow [11] at mid-rapidity in the heavier system.
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or negatively charged tracks which form a vertex. For more details on $\Lambda$ reconstruction and its rapidity distribution, please refer to Ref. 7.

With $\sim$ 3000 well defined $\Lambda$'s from the Pb target, we successfully found the $\Xi^-$ signal with the following procedures:

We only used those $\Lambda$'s and negative tracks (with sagittas $\geq 0.375$ cm) that did not come from the primary vertex. When a $\Lambda$ and a negative track formed a vertex, we took this as a possible $\Xi^-$ decay vertex and extrapolated it to the primary vertex as a helix with a momentum vector of $\vec{P}(\Xi^-) = \vec{P}(\Lambda) + \vec{P}(\pi^-)$. A typical, reconstructed $\Xi^-$ decaying in our TPC module is shown in Fig.1.

For all the vertices that survived the above cuts, we calculated their effective mass with the $\pi^-\Lambda$ hypothesis as plotted in Fig.2a. We selected those 97 candidates that lie in the range of 1.306-1.336 GeV/c$^2$ as our $\Xi^-$ signal. Those 19 which lie in the range of 1.280-1.294 GeV/c$^2$ and 1.348-1.364 GeV/c$^2$ are treated as backgrounds.

3. Results and Discussions

Due to the limited statistics, we can only do a model dependent acceptance correction to our $\Xi^-$ data. In order to calculate acceptances, a complete Monte Carlo simulation of events was performed using GEANT. Events were generated using the AGSHIJET+$N^*$ model. The generated TPC's hits included all the known effects of the detectors apertures, efficiencies, resolutions, and distortions. The same code has been used to calculate the acceptance of $\Lambda$ data and proved successful. The lifetime of the $\Xi^-$ is $\tau = 4.92$ cm as given by Particle Data Group. We measured the acceptance corrected decay distribution as a function of proper time as shown in Fig.2b, which is in good agreement with the known value. This gives us confidence in our acceptance calculations. The acceptance corrected rapidity spectrum using the AGSHIJET+$N^*$ model for the $\Xi^-$ is shown in Fig.3a along with AGSHIJET+$N^*$'s prediction scaled up by a factor of 4. This production is equal to 0.15 $\Xi^-$ per central event.

![Fig.2 a): Effective mass plot of $\pi^-\Lambda$ hypothesis for the decay vertices. b): The $\Xi^-$ decay distribution from central events. The dashed curve is not a fit, but the known value $e^{-\tau/4.92}$](image-url)
sonably well for $Si+Pb$, although it failed by almost a factor of 2 for $Si+Si$. As pointed out in Ref.12, the enhancement of particles with single strangeness can not serve as a clean signature of the QGP formation, since it carries too much background information of the hadronized state. However, the theory of strangeness enhancement as a signature of QGP still may be important; the question is how to observe it! In a hadron gas, producing multi-strange hyperons requires rescattering among strange hadrons or multiple rescattering of resonant states. This makes their enhancement difficult for the conventional models to account for. During the QGP (Quark Gluon Plasma) phase transition into a HG (Hadron Gas) phase, Ref. 13 demonstrates that a large antistrangeness content will build up in the HG phase while a large strangeness excess will be left in the QGP phase. This excess during hadronization could favor multi-strange hyperon production as well as strangelet formation. With strangelet searches still not successful, we consider hyperons of multiple strangeness a much better probe for QGP than single strangeness searches. To push the strangeness enhancement study to a new stage of QGP search, we have searched for a $\Xi^{-}$ signal in our data.

2. Experimental Method

E810 was designed to cover a large rapidity range and record as much information as possible on an event by event basis. The detailed experimental method of E810 has been described in previous publications. Briefly, we measured charged tracks in three TPC (Time Projection Chamber) modules in a magnetic field. The detector covered the forward hemisphere in the center-of-mass of the nucleon-nucleon system. The trigger, as described in Ref. 5, selected centrally enriched events for data recording. For the final data sample we selected the most central events using a cut on the highest multiplicity of the negatively charged tracks within our good acceptance. We selected the most central events from the Pb target corresponding to a cross section of approximately 300 mb. These cuts correspond to approximately 10% of the geometric cross section. The effective masses for $\Lambda$'s were calculated by kinematic hypothesis by assigning a proton or a pion mass to the positively

Fig.1 a): The X-Z view of a $\Xi^{-}$ decaying in TPC module b): Enlarged Y-Z view of the same decaying $\Xi^{-}$
E-895  EOS TPC in MPS Magnet. + muon detector

TPC  150 cm x 150 cm x 75 cm
     ~ 13 k Gauss field.

Au x (Au, Cu, P)  2, 4, 6, 8 Gev/N.

~ 2 x 10³ ions/µA

Run ~ 800 hours

Target: close to chamber  -10 - 20 cm.

E-896  Distributed Drift Chamber (DDC)

100 cm x 25 cm x 20 cm

1.5 T Field

+ muon detection

Swapping Magnet.

STY.

5 T, 100 cm.

Acceptance for N°'s. ~ 1%.

Expected

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{SDG} & \quad \Lambda^0 \text{} & 3,000 \\
\text{CDD} & \quad \Xi^- & 10 \\
\text{N°} & \quad \Lambda^0, \Xi^0 & \sim 1,000 \\
\Xi^- & \quad 10^4 \\
\Xi^0 & \quad 10^3
\end{align*} \]

\[ \text{for} \ 10^6 \text{ ions/µA} \]

1,000 hr.
Figure 21: Proposed set up for the EOS experiment at the AGS (perspective view).
Figure 25: Reconstructed Au + Au event projected onto the pad plane.
E896 Baseline Configuration

Beam Definition:
1-2 Cerenkov detectors (~30 ps) beam and veto counters
2 beam vectoring detectors (~200 μm)

11.6 GeV/c/N Au+Au, b=0 fm, Hijet

Almost all of the charged primaries are swept away from the DDC
Enhances the probability that a measurable DDC track is a
daughter of a neutral primary...
High efficiencies for H, Λ, anti-Λ, and Ks reconstruction...
Figure 11.
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Goals of the Experiment

- Provide quantitative understanding of microscopic processes that take place during heavy-ion collisions.
- Identify mechanism responsible for *strangeness enhancement* in heavy-ion collisions
- Search for short-lived H dibaryon
E910 - Collaboration

R. Fernow, H. Kirk, S. Gushue, L. Remsberg, M. Rosati
Brookhaven National Laboratory

B.A. Cole, I. Chemakin, H. Hiejima, M. Moulson,
D. Winter, X. Yang, W.A. Zajc, Y. Zhang
Columbia University, Nevis Laboratories

M. Justice, D. Keane
Kent State University

G. Rai
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

V. Cianciolo, E. Hartouni, M. Kreisler, R. Soltz,
M.N. Namboodiri, J. Thomas
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

A.D. Frawley, N. Maede
Florida State University

M. Gilkes, R.L. McGrath, Y. Torun
SUNY, Stonybrook

S. Mioduszewski, D. Morrison, K. Read, S. Sorensen
University of Tennessee

J. H. Kang, Y. H. Shin
Yonsei University

Details

- "Opportunistic" expt. using mostly existing equipment.
- Nearly complete coverage of final state (with PID).
- Installed in the A1 (MPS) secondary beam line.
- Ran for 4 months during the spring 96 AGS run.
- Used Be, Cu, Au and U targets.
- Ran at 6, 12, 18 GeV/c incident proton momenta.
- Collected ≈15 million min. bias and "central" triggers.
E910 - Event Display Picture

A Typical $\Lambda$ Decay Event in EOS TPC

- Target $\approx$ 20 cm upstream of TPC $\Rightarrow$ tracks well separated at entrance
- $\Lambda$ decays in TPC easily identified
- TPC resolution: 0.3 mm in $x$ (?), 0.7 mm in $y$
  $\Rightarrow$ $\Lambda$ decays before TPC also easily identified

B.A. Cole, Columbia University
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E910 - Particle Identification

dE/dx Identification

- Obtain up to 128 ΔE samples/track
- Use $\langle \Delta E/\Delta X \rangle$ vs p for particle ID.
- Pair conversion electrons to reduce electron contamination.

\begin{itemize}
  \item $N_{\text{hits}} > 30$
  \item $d/dx (\text{A.U.})$
  \item $p (\text{GeV/c})$
  \item $p (\text{GeV/c}^2)$
\end{itemize}
E910 - $V^0$ Reconstruction

- $\Lambda \rightarrow p\pi^-$ with 63.9% BR
- $K_s \rightarrow \pi^+\pi^-$ (68.6% BR)
- Particle identification:
  - $3\sigma$ dE/dx cuts on proton and $\pi^-$ tracks.
  - $e^+e^-$ pairing to remove electrons

A Schematic View of $\Lambda$ Reconstruction

- $d_\Lambda > 1.0$ cm
- $\theta_\Lambda < 4.87$ deg

Beam $\rightarrow$ target

B.A. Cole, Columbia University
E910 - Strange Particle Production

First detailed study of strange particle spectra vs centrality in p-A collisions
(18 GeV/c p+Au collisions)
Analysis by X. Yang - Columbia

$$\Lambda \rightarrow p\pi^-$$

$$K_s \rightarrow \pi^+\pi^-$$

**E910 - Armenteneros Plot**

- Method of "identifying" $V^0$s without PID.
- Plot of $p_\perp$ vs $\alpha \equiv (P_L^+ - P_L^-)/(P_L^+ + P_L^-)$
- $\alpha = c_1 \cos \theta_{cm} + c_2$, $p_\perp = p^* \sin \theta_{cm}$
- For $\Lambda$, $\alpha = (0.17/\beta_\Lambda) \cos \theta_{cm} + 0.7$

"Old" analysis w/o dE/dx PID

"New" analysis w/ dE/dx PID, more statistics and "loose" $M_{inv}$ cut

---

B.A. Cole, Columbia University  
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E910 - Decay directions

Compare “old” and “new” analyses

- Old analysis has large backgrounds at large $|\cos \theta_{cm}|$
- New analysis has much less background (particle ID !!)
- New analysis shows $\theta_{cm}$ dependent acceptance

B.A. Cole, Columbia University
E910 Decay directions (2)

- As expected, acceptance shows $\cos \theta_{cm}$ dependence.
- After acceptance correction, see excess near $\cos \theta_{cm} = 1$.
  - Residual $K_s$ contamination
  - Real problem for polarization measurements (?)
E910 - Decay directions

Compare "old" and "new" analyses

- Old analysis has large backgrounds at large $|\cos \theta_{cm}|$
- New analysis has much less background (particle ID !!)
- New analysis shows $\theta_{cm}$ dependent acceptance

B.A. Cole, Columbia University
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E910 Decay directions (2)

- As expected, acceptance shows $\cos \theta_{cm}$ dependence.
- After acceptance correction, see excess near $\cos \theta_{cm} = 1$.
  - Residual $K_s$ contamination
  - Real problem for polarization measurements (?)
E910 - Decay directions

Compare "old" and "new" analyses

- Old analysis has large backgrounds at large $|\cos \theta_{cm}|$
- New analysis has much less background (particle ID !!)
- New analysis shows $\theta_{cm}$ dependent acceptance
E910 Decay directions (2)

- As expected, acceptance shows cos $\theta_{cm}$ dependence.
- After acceptance correction, see excess near cos $\theta_{cm} = 1$.
  - Residual $K_s$ contamination
  - Real problem for polarization measurements (?)

B.A. Cole, Columbia University
E910 - Lambda Kinematic Acceptance

- Result of Geant Monte-Carlo.
- Used same cuts as in data analysis.
- Includes effect of BR
  - maximum = 0.64
- Losses at low $y$
  - Decay distance cut
  - Geometric accept.
  - Mult. Scattering
- Losses at large $y$
  - TPC Two-track resolution
  - Decays past TPC
  - $p$ resolution
E910 -$\gamma$, $\pi^0$ reconstruction

- Reconstruct $e^+e^-$ pairs from $\gamma$ conversions. Find $\pi^0 \rightarrow \gamma\gamma$

$d\sigma/dy$ vs rapidity for $\pi^0$

Analysis by H. Hiejima, Columbia

Opens many possibilities:
- $\omega \rightarrow \pi^+ \pi^- \pi^0$
- $\Sigma^0 \rightarrow \Lambda\gamma$
- $K^* \rightarrow K^\pm \pi^0$
- $\eta \rightarrow \gamma\gamma$ ??

E910 - Lambda Inv. Masses

Compare “old” and “new” analyses

Observations

- New analysis has better S/N even w/o cut on $\theta_{cm}$.
- New analysis has less background at low $M_{inv}$.
- Xihong:
  - Low $M_{inv}$ bg mostly from fake $V^0$'s.
  - High $M_{inv}$ bg mostly from $K_s$.
- Difficult to “see” $K_s$ background in the inclusive distribution.
E910 - Lambda Mass vs Rapidity

**Observations**
- See "fake" V^0 background at low rapidity (expected).
- See larger K_s contribution at high rapidity.
- See effect of worsening TPC momentum resolution.
- Where are the Λ's at y > 2.6?
  - Most likely due to stopping
  - "Efficiency" loss
  - Unknown problems??
- Λ polarization at large y problematic w/o additional particle ID due to K_s
- Note: currently not using relativistic rise in dE/dx.
E910 - Lambda Inv. Masses

Compare "old" and "new" analyses

**Observations**

- New analysis has better S/N even w/o cut on $\theta_{cm}$.
- New analysis has less background at low $M_{inv}$.
- Xihong:
  - Low $M_{inv}$ bg mostly from fake $V^0$'s.
  - High $M_{inv}$ bg mostly from $K_s$.
- Difficult to "see" $K_s$ background in the inclusive distribution.
**E910 - Lambda Mass vs Rapidity**

**Lambda Invariant Mass at Different Rapidity Region**

- **Observations**
  - See "fake" $V^0$ background at low rapidity (expected).
  - See larger $K_s$ contribution at high rapidity.
  - See effect of worsening TPC momentum resolution.
  - Where are the $\Lambda$'s at $y>2.6$?
    - Most likely due to stopping
    - "Efficiency" loss
    - Unknown problems??
  - $\Lambda$ polarization at large $y$ problematic w/o additional particle ID due to $K_s$
  - Note: currently not using relativistic rise in $dE/dx$.

---

B.A. Cole, Columbia University  
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E910 - Lambda Spectra

- "Centrality" is difficult to measure in proton-nucleus collisions.
- Previous p-A experiments: characterize centrality with # slow protons
- "Rule of thumb", number of primary collisions, $\nu = \sqrt{N_{\text{slow}}}$
- First detailed study of centrality dependence of $\Lambda$ production in p-A collision.

Slow proton has $p < 1.2$ GeV/c

![Graph showing lambda spectra vs number of slow protons]
E910 - Future of Lambda Analysis

Detector Analysis

- TPC
  - Improvements in “hit-finding” for close tracks.
- Particle Identification
  - Currently tuning up TOF and Cherenkov identification
  - Relativistic rise dE/dx helpful for tracks that miss Cherenkov.
- Downstream tracking
  - Improved (x10) momentum resolution at high p.
  - Eventually will reconstruct Λ decays at end of or after TPC.

Physics Analysis

- Improved Λ reconstruction cuts
- Other targets (Be, Cu), beam momenta (12 GeV/c)
- Lambda polarization measurement
- Λ Λ correlation analysis
Lambda Polarization Correlations

Main issues (guesses - no real experience)

- Acceptance
  - Because it comes in squared for pairs
    $$\Rightarrow$$ e.g. even if dN/dy = 10, if A= 0.01, pair rates are low
    $$\Rightarrow$$ even with "large" geometric coverage E910 has \( \langle A \rangle = 0.4 \).
  - More important (critical):
    $$\Rightarrow$$ Restricted geometric accept. $$\Rightarrow$$ restricted polarization accept.
    $$\Rightarrow$$ Induces automatic correlation in \( \Lambda \) polarization.
    $$\Rightarrow$$ Analogy of "residual" correlation in HBT (?)
    $$\Rightarrow$$ Difficult to control systematic errors at few \% level ?!!.

- Contamination/feed-down
  - Because it comes in "squared" for pairs (fraction of true \( \Lambda \Lambda \) pairs).
  - So many sources: e\(^{-}\) faking \( \pi \), fake \( V^0 \)'s, Ks, \( \Sigma^0 \rightarrow \Lambda \gamma \), \( \Xi^- \), secondary interactions, ...
  - Effects may be worse (e.g. \( K_s \)) where acceptance is better (high \( y \)).
Lambda Polarization Correlations (2)

How to design expt. from scratch (starting point)?

- Use large-acceptance detector (rate, …)
- Measure at moderate to high rapidity
  - Angular acceptance is better for given geometric size.
  - Get downstream from target & away from the junk.
  - Less multiple scattering, energy loss, …
  - Need good tracking resolution, particle ID.
- Make azimuthal acceptance uniform
  - “Guaranteed” to have bias in $\theta_{cm}$
  - Look only for correlations azimuthally ??
- Start with/use asymmetric collisions
  - Demonstrate no effect in control measurement (e.g. O+Au)
  - Less uninteresting corona in (e.g.) Ag+Au than Au+Au ?
  - For central interactions, $\Lambda$ at mid-rapidity and above must come from high baryon density region.
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Title: RHIC Spin Physics
Organizers: G. Bunce/M. Tannenbaum

Title: Quarkonium Production in Relativistic Nuclear Collisions
Organizer: D. Kharzeev

Title: Dynamics of Chiral Fields in Nuclear Collisions
Organizer: D. Rischke
Date: Week of April 27th

Title: QCD Spectroscopy
Organizers: M. Pennington/W. Marciano
Dates: TBA

Title: Polarized Parton Distributions and Event Generators
Organizers: TBA
Date: Summer (tentative)

Title: QCD Vacuum and Phase Transitions
Organizer: E. Shuryak
Date: Early spring

Title: Semiclassical Fields in QED and QCD
Organizers: A. Baltz/D. Rischke/L. McLerran
Date: Early fall

Title: Quantum Fields in and out of Equilibrium
Organizers: R. Pisarski/H. de Vega
Date: Week of October 26th

Title: Many-Fermion Systems ... (Bielefeld follow-up)
Organizers: M. Creutz/M. Gyulassy
Date: November 1998

Title: Many-Fermion Systems at Finite Densities
Organizers: T. Blum/M. Creutz
Date: early '99

Title: Spin Physics Mini-Workshops
Organizers: N. Samios/R. Jaffe
Date: Quarterly

For information please contact:
Ms. Pamela Esposito
RIKEN BNL Research Center
Building 510A, Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, NY 11973, USA
Phone: (516)344-3097 Fax: (516)344-4067
E-Mail: rikenbml@bnl.gov
Homepage: http://penguin.phy.bnl.gov/www/riken.html
Nuclei as heavy as bulls
Through collision
Generate new states of matter.
T. D. Lee

Speakers:
M. Alford
K. Rajagopal
T. Schäfer
B. Cole
Y. Pang
M. Gyulassy
N. P. Samios
Organizer: M. Gyulassy